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THE COLLEGE VOICE
December 6,1994
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Volume XVIII, Number 12

College observes World AIDS Day, student activist group is growing
BY NATALIE

HILDT

Features Editor

"You are looking at the face of
AIDS," read the provocative signs
hung on the bathroom mirrors of
every dorm. Made by the recentlyformed AIDS Awareness and Education Group, the signs were a precursor to World AIDS Day, December 1.
Tbese students worked with

promote AIDS education and prevention by sponsoring the event at
the college. Meanwhile, organizations across the world did the same.
Offering literature. red AIDS
Awareness ribbons. buttons and
stickers claiming "Safe is Sexy,"
and of course, free condoms, at its
table in the College Center, the
group attracted a lot of interest.
Laura Ludvigson, a freshman
working the table, was surprised by

FiD~a~v~id~B~raJ~'~le~y~,
~h~eal~th~ed~U~c~a~to~ri'
t~o~~th~e~reactions
of passers-by. "Adults

wouldn't stop to see what was going on," Ludvigson noted, while
students were less inhibited and
"stopped to talk and check out the
free stuff,"
Later in the afternoon, there was
a panel discussion on the family
and AIDS, in which area organizations such as the Southeastern ConnecticutAIDS Projectparticipated.
The panel followed a fashion show
given by Models Agaiost AIDS, a
group which organizes fashion

shows for charity. Finally, at 8 p.m.,
the group eocouraged the college to
participate in 15 minutes of darkness
to
commemorate individuals living with
and dying
from AIDS.
The
A 1- D S
Awareness
and Education Group
was started
this
year

by Morgan Hertzan and Amalie
Young, both freshmen, meets
weekly and invites students to bring
the i r
con cerns
and
ideas.
Some
of tbe
members are
i n valved
because
AIDS
has already
touched
the i r

"You are looking at the
face of AIDS," read the
provocative signs hung on
the bathroom mirrors of
every dorm. Made by the
recently-formed AIDS
Awareness and Education
Group, the signs were a
precursor to World AIDS
Day, December 1.

~~::~~e~~

students
Ii v e S
who real- =-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=
personized the iack of such an organization at the col- ally, while others simply feel
lege. The group, which is co-chaired

See AIDS, p. 5

Chaplaincy Advisory
Council raises concerns
ove-r Yom. Ki~'Pu-r
AJli,son\Bum.s/Photography Editor o/Voice Magazine

Make We Joy was' held In Harkness Chapel on Sunday. The performance Is
a combination of both religious and pagan rituals which celebrate the
winter solstice.

recommendation
observances.
BY JENNY BARRON

Associate

News Editor

Conn students learn outside the
classroom at the ethics conference
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Sophomore explains
"Diversity Machine"

A&E pp.11&13

Fanatic loses ear while
viewing new Star Trek
movie

Additional concerns were brought
up by council members, one of
which was equity amongst religions.
Steve Schmidt, chaplain of the college, said tha; he was concerned
that allowing no classes to be held
on one specific religious holiday
would compromise the college's
policy which specifies no preferential treatment fot any religion. He
said there was the possibility that
this proposal would promote religious diversity at the cost of other
religions on the campus.
Aaron DeMaio. Catholic student
representative, said that he shared
this concern saying that there were
no other days off specifically for
religious reasons.
.
Also said to be a concern was the
proposal' s exclusionofcollege staff.
Staff would still be required to work
on Yom Kippur. "We're treating
segments of the community differently," commented Jon Budd, a Protestant student representative. Budd
suggested that only essential services be kept open on Yom Kippur,
such as closing all dining halls except for Harris.
The argument, brought up in SGA
Assembly, that Jewish students are
made to choose between classes
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CONNThought

•

Political Correctness IS
about ending oppression
. I
th Iaroch's weil in tentioned reference to my November 15 Voice editorial, but I feel that
.
.
.
I appreciate ona an
my words were used out of context to illustrate something that I do not necessarily support. Let me explain,
We live in a backlash society. It seems that whenever political tendencies begi~ to lean one way, there is a
reactionary backlash in the opposite direction. University faculty are se~n as too liberal, and suddenly th~re's
a significant rise in College Republicans. During the ReaganlB~sh envlfonmental ho~ocaust, ~embership of
environmental organizations exploded. Clinton and Gore come into offic~, and (surp~se, surpns.e) they all go
bankrupt. This last Congressional election is a prime example, as the public lashed against a rela.lIvely (though
dubitably) liberal Clinton administration. However, the most blatant backlash Ihave witnessed m the past few
years has been the backlash against political correctness.
.
I agree with Jonathan that there is much to be questioned about the effectiveness of s~eech code.s and other
forms of regulated political correctness. However, I want to make sure that we do not lose Sight of the Importance
of the movement's actual goals and theories. In our inflamed reaction against the
inconveniences of political correctness,
I am not advocating the abolition of the
it has actually become COOL to be "unspeech codes here, because I feel that they do pc." Instead of opening their minds to
new ideas, growing numbers of people
give some level of protection to people who
are reinforcing each other in continued
otherwise receive little consideration in the
ignorance and misunderstanding.
Just
like the recent Republican landslide, the
world of politics.
backlash against political correctness is,
in large part, an attempt to preserve the
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status quo.
What is the PC movement really about? Whether we know it or not, the words we use in everyday dialogue
and the images we portray affect people's perceptions of the wo~ld. This carl'happen at even the deepest levels
of consciousness. Thus, without even meaning to, you can perpetuate stereotypes within our society. Think
about examples in your own life. Ifyou see television ads for laundry detergent. always with women doing the
laundry, somewhere in your head the stereotype that women should do the housework is reinforced and
perpetuated. I will propose that calling a woman something as seemingly harmless as "chick" or "baby" is, in
effect, infantilizing them and perpetuating their inferior societal status. (I recognize that this example is arguably
hypersensitive. but it does have an effect, however small it may be.) The list could go on and on, but my point
is made. We need to begin to think about the subtle messages that are being communicated in our lives. Your
language and actions can either support stereotypes or work to end them. The choice is yours.
You're right, Jonathan. Speech codes are ineffective at best, and probably counter-productive when they lack
the education to go along with them. Simply telling people what to say and do is cosmetic unless we teach them
WHY their actions matter. In fact, regulation without education is often a major factor in our society's backlash
syndrome, as people rebel against being told what to do. .
.
Also, I am tired of all the negative vibes surrounding "PC" and wouldn't mind trashing the term altogether.
But let's not throw out the baby with the bath water. Let's remember that at its soul, political correctness is about
ending oppression, and let's work with that knowledge to achieve those ends. It's so easy to jump on the antiPC bandwagon and rationalize away your unwillingness to self-examine and evolve. I challenge you to work
through the inconvenience and awkwardness of checking your actions in order to walk the road toward
Jonathan's "best of all possible worlds" where "political correctness [is] a mindset." (Jonathan Jaroch, The
College Voice, November 22, 1994)
I am not advocating the abolition of the speech codes here, because I feel that they do give some level of
protection to people who otherwise receive little consideration in the world of politics. What I am doing is asking
people to begin to see themselves as political beings and to realize that their words and actions do affect others,
either positively or negatively.
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Labels are counterproductive in the
fight against ignorance and "isms"
These thoughts are in response to Mark Lucey's letter which appeared in the November 15th edition of this
newspaper. Mark, Iam confused. At first Iwas pleased that you were taklng an oppcrtunity to speak out on behalf
of free and open discourse. However, in the middle of your letter I felt a profound sense of disappointment at
the way in which you chose to speak out.
You could have told me, as a reader, that you have friends and you were afraid to ask them about their
experiences for fear of seeming ignorant. Instead, you told me that you have friends who are black, brown, gay,
or female.
In doing ~o, you took away their n~es and you took away their individuality, You turned them into symbols
of a group, Just as you became a "white, heterosexual, upper-class, privileged, male," instead of Mark Lucey.
Would~'t you rather people looked at you for what you were and not what you appeared to be? If you categorize
your friends, you neglect them as people. It is this sort of behavior that leads to tensions which strain discourse.
It is these tensions that make us afraid. If we are afraid to ask questions, we are holding ourselves back.
You are free to speak. and you ask all of us to do so. My advice to,You is to indeed speak freely. Chances are
that you may offend someone. In this particular instance. I felt the need to take issue with the manner in which
you perpetuate restrictive discourse. I respond to you in the same fashion you chose to address the community
at large. If you do ~ffend s~meon~, learn from it. As you said, we are all ignorant, some more than others. As
long as we ~e afraid, questions Will go unasked. We deny ourselves and our friends the communicatlon that
makes learning pcssible. Uotil questions are asked, prejudice will stand unchallenged. I commend you for taking
a first step.
Matthew Cooney
Class oC 19~5

I

TIla CoIJeCe V.lee
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Viewpoint

"Diversity machine fucks everyone over"
Effort is what counts
I hear where you're coming from man, but don't sweat it. I thought the same things for a identity means anything to me would be irrational for the same reasons that Conn's numerous
while, but you are doing the right thing. You care and are sensitive to what other people feel. and jumbled standards of a diverse society are irrational.
This is not to say that there isn't a problem. Some stupid drunk plex resident felt like getting
What more can you do? Well, Connecticut College wants more from you. They want you to
feel guilty all the time. Something about this offends you and you write to the Voice out of a rise out of the community by writing racist scrawl. We talked about it for weeks, we gave
frustration. You're just the latest victim of a national conspiracy. You have become a part of the baby the attention he/she wanted, and what did we achieve? Nichts. People seem to forget
the diversity machine, but that's okay. Let me explain to you what's happened to you and this that Connecticut College is one of the most tolerant places in the world except with respect
to white males. Racism isn't realistically a huge problem here. Anybody of any origin or
country and maybe help you figure out what to do.
The letter by Rudolph Radna was interesting to me. It provided focus in my mind for what persuasion can walk around on campus in perfect safety. Social and polltical equality is not
exactly is wrong with the diversity debate on campus. This whole diversity issue as it is enough for the soldiers of the diversity machine. The politically correct SS troops are targeting
discussed at Connecticut College has no focus, cohesion, or consensus. Sandra Quiles is those stupid enough to associate themselves with the terms "dominant" or "majority:' They
pissed off because the class of'97 had a white-boy class executive board last year and that the then are branded with names that infect their victim with a sense of fear and guilt for being
music played at the son of the revenge of another boring 80s TNE included few artists of who they think they are. What does this solve? When I talk to somebody, I want to be ableto
take issue with somebody's ideas without being called a racist. I' d like to apply to graduate
"color." Rudolph Radna contends (in jest, I assume) that the state of origin of a prospective
school and know that I am being weighed first and foremost by my personal acadentic merit
student should count more toward their admission to Connecticut College than individual
before
my socioethnic status. The diversity machine doesn't defeat racism. it just perpetuates
achievement. The education department of the college values the ethnicity of a student before
and
feeds
it and as a side effect generates quasi-rational reasons for cross-racial dispute. I don't
all else. In this way they ~an prevent assimilation into a dominant culture and subsequently
mean
this
to stink of neanderthal conservatism, but rather to call us to identify what's really
preclude any chance that cross-cultural communication, and thus understanding, can occur.
important about ourselves and this campus. The point is to make sure that we all have the same Other students believe that a regimented system of racial and ethnic hiring and admission
quotas are the way to go. The psychology department demands gender-neutral language in all _ treatment regardless of where we come from, what we look like, and what we believe in. That's
the only logical reason tOr any social reform. In light of that,look at the diversity machine and
assignments to teach males not to offend females. The orientation procedure builds diversity
by making white males feel responsible for all problems in heterosexual relationships and the ask yourself how well it achieves this end.
There are things that rationally make us different from one another: we have different ideas,
pain that any ntinority might suffer in American society. Some people think the only way to
thoughts, traditions, religions, and a multitude of other things. True diversity lies in something
create the diversity that Conn needs is to make a multicultural course a graduation requirement
to drag outthe orientation guilt seminar for a semester to work its wonders. This is the plea outside of color or category. I have friends who are identical twin sisters- one goes here and
the other goes to Wesleyan. They look a lot alike and had the same educational upbringing,
for diversity as expressed by the Connecticut College community.
I've been struggling with this issue for quite some time without success. How can we make yet when you get to know them, they are nothing alike at all. They have different values,
everybody happy about this diversity thing ifwe all want different things? I tried to get in the different priorities, different goals, and different tastes, even though on face they look similar.
That's rational diversity, one that focuses on the individual rather than one that seeks blindly
head of the "other" to understand where these desires came from, but I only got more confused.
I discovered that there was nothing that these calls for diversity have in common. The only for diversity by making false generalizations about race and origin.
I used to feel guilty, afraid of being ntisunderstood, afraid of offending somebody every
unifying trend that I see is that people who identify themselves as somehow being outside of
time
I open my mouth in class. I had to. I'm a white male at Connecticut College who went
the dominant paradigms want things to go their way. Essentially everyone's concept of what
through
the diversity machine's social conditioning (brainwashing) ordeal, but that's too
is diverse is one which is me-centric. I'm a person of (insert your group here) and Ineed more
. music, students, teachers, and other stuff that's like me to feel like I am being served by our much responsibility for anybody. Lrealized I was spending so much nervous energy being
school. This is a nice way that each minority group says that they really want to have the sensitive to the "other" that 1 didn't have any time to think for myself. We have to have
advantages of being a majority and appeal to the guilt of those who see themselves as the confidence in our ability to be just in our dealings with other people. If you feel like you're
majority. In this way they can perpetually demand entitlement grievances. It is for this reason doing the right thing when you are around people, that's enough. What more can 8I\)'bod)' ask
of you'? Be res-pectfu\ \0 al\ as bey,t )'ou can. and {orgel. about \he ,,&\1\'\\- \\ o.oe<;;,n·\. 'Oo()\..,e
that I have come to believe that the issue of diversity is a system rather than a fixable "roblem.
anything. It makes you feel bad for conditions beyond your control and alienates others. If
It is a way in which the minority compensates for not being a majority in our society. We
they're still offended, it's their problem, and you've got more important things to worry about.
shouldn't therefore delude ourselves into thinking that any action the community takes can
In the end, the diversity machine fucks everyone over and leaves nobody satisfied. I'm not sure
realistically satiate everybody's demand for diversity. The reason is because no two groups
what the answer is, but diversity in the Connecticut College sense of the term is anything but
agree on what they want and thus there is no way to make everyone feel as though they are
an answer. I give you now the words of Ray Cappo, who points us to the way w.e should be
part of a majority without assimilationist policy aims. This is what I call the diversity machine,
thinking about these things if we want these problems. to end. The key-is to look at all people
a system that rewards the majority with guilt and fear about the minority while ensuring that with an open mind and to receive what they say like you would anybody else. Once we can
no cross-cultural communication can occur without offense.
see people asjust simply people, we'll have what we ace looking for.
The other thing that all these pleas for diversity share is a foundation in an irrational
principle. That principle is to weigh the ethnic identity of an individual above all else. For
example, when the call is made to emphasize "black culture" more, what do they mean?
"Just lump everyone in, then you don't have to' begin, to use discrimination. I To set the
Should we talk about Michael Jackson, Louis Farhakabn, Mr. T, Snoop Dogg, or maybe
matter straight, and to end some pointless hate, here's some information. I I'm not propd of
Martin Luther King, Jr.? All of these people stand for radically different things. The only thing my place of birth, some random place on earth: I claim no nationality. I I'm no religious
they have in common is that they are black and speak/spoke English. The problem ~sthat black institution or denomination I l'm a separate personality ./Don' t put your labels on me, there's
is just a color. It doesn't mean anything more than that, really. It seems that one s color is a so much more you cannot seel Stop concocting stories, inventing categories / Of who Ishould
poor thing from which to create one's identity. I don't deny that it is a factor. Being black or
brown or purple in America is certainly different from being white, but it shouldn't be at the be,"
top of anybody' s hierarchy of identity. If it is, you'll never be happy unless you feel as though
Randall Smith
you are part of a majority. IfI were to say I am proud of being white, not only would the campus
Classorlm
social military jump 'down my throat for being some kind of Eurocentric racist, but I would
also not he saying anything. What do Adolph Hitler, Timothy Leary, Henry David Thoreau,
and Frank Zappa have in common outside of being dead and white? For me to say that my color

Dean of College urges students to act, convene and relax
I would like to say to Mark Lucey '95 that I admire his brave CONNfhought piece expressing fear of asking questions about diversity. But,
it saddens me a bit too. To me, the sad part is the fear if it freezes you. Thankfully, Connecticut College IS still a civil community marked by
a great deal of civility. Mark, do not be frozen by fear.
.'
..
Mark wrote that he has unanswered questions about racism, sexism and other "-isms" and that he is "afraid to be seen as Ignorant. lithe
liberal arts and any college campus show anything, they reveal how little we know. We are all ignorant about so many things.
.
So, Mark, and hundreds of you like him- welcome to the club! You can ask questions of each, other, get.together on ~our do.~ comdor
or in your dorm living room and reveal your ignorance. You're on safe ground as long as we ~on t confuse ignorance With stupld~ty. If you
. don't like that idea, work with yourhousefellow. Housefellows are initiating more programrn~ng, help them set up ~ pro~am to discuss the
issue. Attend a meeting of a U nity organization. Did you know they are for everyone? Go to Unity House and brow~e m the hb~
there. An~,
if you invent a good learning experience share it with the Dean's Task Fo.'ce to Improve Intercultural Understanding, Judy Kirmrnse, Chilli.
They are meeting now, searching for ways to strengthen our understanding of each other on this cam~us.
ed
We're all ignorant of many things these days because things are changing and the messages are ~ixed. Some pe~ple hate to be call
'African· American, others insist on it! It is easy to make a mistake. But what if you do? Maybe there IS a better question. What can you do
to communicate respect even if you do make a verbal faux pas?
..,
I urge you not to be frozen by the fear into nonaction. Act. Convene. Talk. Relax and reveal your ignorance, or Vice versa. That ISwhat we
are here to help each other do. Then we learn and grow.
Art Ferrari
Acting Dean of the College

--Decemher6,1994
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S;i~?;nd Class President respond to ExFinance Committee member's editorial. .
.

.

.'

If Itotall

As president of the semor class. I felt that It was my duty 10 write a letter in response to the
terrible insults written in last issue's ConnThought section by the HouseSenatorofBranf
ord.
Unfortunately, when I sat down to write my angry letter back, I could not. This was because
I could not stop laughing at the originallcner. I'm sorry, but it was the funniest thing that I've
. th " .
ever rea d 10 e ..oice.
The first thing
to idi
do is thank
with
the
. d Ithwantthe
h the
th author.
th I'm
I' mucb
ed happier
sedbeing
d grouped
b sed and
didn't
ev il mastermm s an e i ots w om eau or craim
wereu
an au"
even know it. Based on the description of the "foolish and swindled" underclassmen, the
seniors looked pretty good. I'd be far more angry if I were an underclassman,
comments.

based on his

One of the funniest parts of the wholejoke (sorry, I meant letter) was the fact that after every
accusation of lies and abuse of power. the author gave an example, showing us how he was
doing the same thing of which he was accusing us. For example, (this'll kill ya) he claimed
that tile senior exec board wrote a letter full of "lies and misinformation intended to sway
campus opinion," and then he began telling all these untruths himself. He wrote that almost
every club had their income raised by the Finance Committee. Make no mistake of it, he's
trying (0 ptay on this campus' ignorance (which he believes is so widespread). Sure, the
Finance Commirtee suggested that almost every club fundraise to get more money. But they
only forced.up the income of Senior Week by subtracting more from our allocation. (Ask any
Senator) I don't say this to insult the Finance Committee (yes, even though I'm a SENIOR),
I simply died laughing over this little distortion of facts.
But the very best part of the whole farce, (sorry again, I meant letter) was when he insulted
the seniors for "putting fear into the hearts of the other classes" by warning them about the
Senior Week precedent being set, and then he started threatening that Milli Vanilli will be
coming to Floralla, your friends will be horribly injured and disfigured due to lack of
protective gear, and that you 'Il have to sit in your room every weekend for the rest of the year
or something. And by the way, despite what he threatened, not only is the Winter Formal not
being canceled, SAC had never even heard that it might be. (But it was a good try anyway.
After all, it scared me enough to ask. Goodjob, Mr. Senator.)
He didn't men lion that both of the times the budget was presented to SGA, therepresentative
of the senior class (that would be me) spoke out in favor of SAC receiving more money. Of
course he didn't. Why? Because he was angry. And that's okay, because we've all been angry
before and we know that we don' t always think as rationally when we are. Andbes ides, Iguess
some good came out of this. Not only did we all get a poignant reminder to never say anything
or send anything when we' re angry.we all got the funniest letter of all time to put on our fridge
Goot'$,. \ \mow m)' CO\"'l)' Vol\\.\ be U\l there.
Deirdre Hennessey
President of Class of 1995

insulted The accusations made by Dan Traum m the last issue of The College
Y
·c
. tell e students not smart enough to make the'
Vorce are absurd. Are onnectlcU
0 eg
,
IT Own
decisions? Lfeel that they are.
.
I
d
be f the o ll~g c
. H
Likewise, as a member of the semIn°rdi~
asHsan a mthem ~I~her :f Th:C ~;=u~ty,
leel
insulted by the editonal written by
a opper,
e pu
0 ege
crce, ast
, ee

week.
....
. address
These two individuals insulted the mtelllgence
of the entire student body. FIrst I will
id
breaki
the comments in the publisher' s editorial that read, 'Thisweekdl
not see a reakmthe.apathy
which pervades this campus. Instead, there was an outbreak of IgnoranCe,lITatlOnal thinking,
and immaturity." I understand that some people on campus did not care ab?ut the budget vote,
but a large majority did. We had 957 students vote on the bUdget~ that s almost 2/3 of the
students presently on campus. Try companng that to the ~umber of ehglbl~ voters that actually
voted in the last national election, or evenin the past thirty years--: the h~ghest percentage is
42. Connecticut College is hardly apathetic, and I am tued of It being said that H IS. The fact

sounds as if the world is going to come
to an end because the budgetfiailed, and it

•••

is all the fault of the senior class.

that 434 studentssaid that
the budget was not acceptable IS very encouraging. Calhng almost 2/3
of the students "ignorant,"
"immature,"
and to accuse them of "irrational

thinking" is crazy, although it did fo~ a nice alliteration.
Although Mr. Traum's letter did not have any alliteration, itdid have some problems. I am
not concerned with the style of his letter, just the content. He states that members of the senior
class are upset with the Senior Week allocation and feel that it is not fair to base the amount
on last year's attendance figures. Further on, it is written that the "classes of '96, '97, and '98
will be allocated money for senior week based on the budgets that they submit ..." Well, he
stated earlier that this year's allocation was based on last year's facts. Will it not be so that the
junior class' senior week will be based on our figures this year? C'mon, why don't we tell it
like it is? It was also argued that senior week is a party week for "seniors only." This is almost
true. Senior week is for seniors, but it is also for the I 20 JUNIORS that help out and participate
for the week. The senior class and the 120 juniors make up a large portion of this college.
"I think that it is wonderful that the senior executive board wrote a letter to the campus
community in The College Voice. Not only was it a factual letter, it got people thinking about
the issues. If you feel that the letter caused the budget to fail, you should get your head
examined. The letters to the Voice do not rule people's lives, they are "food for thought."
1 have talked with the student advisors who are seniors about the accusation made by the
author that they abused their power. Only two of them talked with their advisees about the
budget. They were not spoken to in order to sway the vote. These two S.A.s talked to
everybody that they could about the budget. Messages were not left "suggesting that they vote
no." There were only two advisors out of the total of eleven (yes there are only II senior S.A.s)
that I was not able to talk with about these charges.
From the end of Mr. Traum's letter, it sounds as if the world is going to come to an end
because the budget failed, and it is all the fault of the senior class. He is using what are called
scare tactics to show what HE thinks might happen since the budget failed. Rest assured that
your friend is not going to get hurt because their sports team did not get the money to fund
protective gear, because no athlete is allowed to participate in the sport without the required
safety equipment. Do not worry that Floralia is going to have "bad" bands. Besides, I think
that it would be kind of neat to have Milli Vanilli- but it won't happen. He ends the paragraph
with a very perplexing statement, " ... be content in the fact that the seniors wiiI have one
~elluva week o~ parties." Is he implying that the senior week allocation is going to be
mcreas~d? That ISnot assured to be the case- the entire budget needs to be redone, not simply
the senior week allocation.
~e foll?wing s~ntence ~s very distu~bing to me: "Congratulations
Conn, you have been
swmdled mto voung against something by misinformation,
and without knowing the
conseque~ces of that vote." This statement insults everybody who voted against the budget.
I feel that if somebody did not fully understand what they were voting on, they would have
asked questtons at the house meetings, or abstained (180 people did). To say that we are
nusmformed because we voted down a budget that was not acceptable is ludicrous (how did
you like that adjective, Sean?).
I think we have seen a big change in the leadership of the college this year. More people are
vorcmg th.eu o~lmons, and intelligent conversation is taking place. It says a great deal that the
budget failed; It says that the students care. Let's not drown this movement by telling the
students thatthey have been "duped." By the way, if you happen to think that good, intelligent
conversaUons are healthy 10 a college environment, feel free to give the seniors credit for that;
Lord knows that we could use some positive feedback.

Nigel Mendez
Classof1995

Daily CONNtact will help spread word of campus events
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a new daily publication on campus to keep students infonned B . . . J
.
favorite campus hangouts: dining halls, the Oasis, the bar and more! Just what we all need to let us '--ow abo tit'
egmnmg 10 anuary, the DaIly CONNtact will accompany you at your
.
NI
U ec ures, sports
arts other
ti'f
'fi d
secuon! You'll be able to have all the updated information you could possibly need to schedule your day
d
f'.'
ac VII~S on campus, andevena personaVclassl Ie
campus mailings that go directly into the trash anyway? The Daily CONNtact will cut down on both Off,:m
even a effiwdays to advance. SIck of all those broadcast messages and all.,
.
'
enng a more e IClent and effect"
alt
.
.'
'11
be placed lD upnght plastic frames on tables early each weekday morning with a weekend edition on Satu d
S b "
"
Ive
ematlve. The student-run pubhcauon Wl
.
..,
'
ray.
u mISSions wIll cost $1 whi h"
h
.'
I
e en th USlasm and support thiS project has receIved from students and administrators has been imme
d'
,C
Isn t muc to pay for a captive audIence .
. Th
,
.
..,
n~,anwe~s~~thisw'llb
.
th
dinmg hall tables thiS week for more mformauon. Interested 10 working on the Daily CONNtact to make a fie
an asset to the college commuDlty. Watch e
ew extra bucks next semester? Call Sara x3034 or Katherine x3453.
Sara Becton and Katherine Hambleton
Class of1995
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Provost search cancelled due to procedural flaws
BY APRIL ONDIS

Editor in

Chief

At the conclusion of the work by
the Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Search Committee a few weeks ago,
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college, announced that the search
would be begun again next semester, citing procedural flaws with the
work of the Committee this fall as
the main reason for terminating the
search.
According to Philip Barnes, chair
of the Search Committee and associate professor of Zoology, the Committee will begin the search again at
the beginning of next semester. He
said that some members of the Search
Committee may be different when
the search is reactivated.
"At the start, all of the [work] for
this committee was shrouded in the

Yom K;ppur
Continued from p.l

and the all-day services which take
place on Yom Kippur was also discussed.
"I want all students to have to
make that choice," said Father Larry
LaPointe, Catholic chaplain.
"It
[the proposal] seeks amnesty for an
action which members in general
society must perform at some price."
LaPointe said that there is often a
price to be paid for being religious.
Schmidt shared this concern, and
questioned whether, in cancelling
classes on Yom Kippur, the college
would send a message to Jewish
students that they do not have to
make the same decision about the
costs of observance that other religious students do. "Religion without any kind of emotional or spiritual investment is religion without
commitment,"
he commented.
'That's part of what maturing and
solidifying your own life values is
all about, to be willing to take a
stand ... that might have implica-

uiiiiltmo.sts
..ecrec
.. yan.diiiiiithat.turn
..edo.ultO

tions or might even have costs."
Mary Anne Borrelli, Catholic faculty/staff Council representative
and assocaite professor of government, shared this view. "Deciding
not to go to class because of a belief
system is all part of a choice," she

be a major disaster ... everyone was
speculating about what was happening .._the ability to collect additional information was [impaired],"
Barnes explained.
"The Committee reached a point
in its deliberations where the confidentiality that was surrounding
the search became a problem," he
said. "In the process of exploring
what to do at that point, the president decided that the best thing to
do would be to stop the search."
Don Filer, secretary of the college defended the President's decision and the search process, saying, "What happened was that the
process didn't work. There are occasions when searches don't work
out right. So it's normal to restart
the search so it does come outright."
"The outcome everyone wants
is an excellent Provost. [Gaudiani]
followed the same process as she
did with the previous [Provost]
searches and that she'll follow

stand
on the side
of this
multiculturalism that we profess,"

Rosenberg said.
The college's
current policy,
which Schmidt worked to enact
during his first year as chaplain,
was also discussed. Schmidt commented that the request to have a
said.
single religious holiday recognized
Biancurquestioned
whether stuis a change in the policy. He said
dents should he required to make
that, if the current policy is not
that choice. "I did this because I
know that if classes were held on working, he would like to see it
Christmas, I don't know what I amended.
"I think we need to have a policy
would do:' he said.
tha.t addresses all reUgious groups
Schmidt explained that the only
on campus," Budd said. He said
reason classes are not held on
that he did not think one .day of
Christmas and Easter is because
canceled classes would help the situwe live in acountry that follows the
ation.
Western calendar.
"It's not the
Borrelli agreed. "This is not about
college that has made those decinot trying to get this proposal
sions, it's our society," he said.
through, this is about accommodatRabbi Aaron Rosenberg, Jewish
ing all religions," she explained.
chaplain, argued that it is an unfair,
Schmidt said that he hopes that, if
very uncomfortable
decision to
the proposal is not passed, it will not
have to make. "
become a divisive issue for the camMaybe its time that we take a
pus.
He said that he hoped that the
campus could then work to ensure
that the current policy is adhered to.
He also suggested that Rosenberg
write letters to incoming students
explaining that they have the right
not to attend classes on Yom Kip-

FAMOUS QUODS FROM
PIZZA HISTORY#2
"I think that / shall never see a pizza lovely

as a tree - except at the Recovery Room"

pur.
The proposal is scheduled to he
presented to the faculty at their
December 8 meeting.

joyce Kilmer

'To eat pizza or not to eat pizza, that is the
question"
Will Shakespeare
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"Apizza is a pizza is a pizza - except at the
Recovery Room"
Gertru£ie Stein
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tee goes through does not culminate
in the actual appointment. "When
the Committee gives names to the
President they don't even recommend who's the best candidate, we
give a list of [about] three. The
President makes the final decision.
It's her appointment," be said.
Bill Robinson, bouse senator of
KB and student representative on
the search committee, said he disagreed with the President's decision that the Committee followed
procedures inaccurately,
saying,
"As a student on the Committee, I
didn't feel as though we acted inappropriately.I feel as if the Committee proceeded in good faith," he

again." said Filer.
'The Faculty Steering and Conference Committee and the Pr0vost, together with [Gaudiani] are
negotiating a new set of search
procedures for next semester," said
Barnes.
Bames said he was dissatisfied
with the effect that confidentiality
had on the search process, as well
as with the procedures that the
Committee used.
'There' s plenty of people on this
campus that could serve as Provost. One ot:the problems that we

said.
"From my experience, I feel that
the process should be more open to
public debate and less confidential," Robinson said.
Robinson expressed some dismay
over a letter that Gaudiani mailed
to the members of the faculty explaining why the search would be
reactivatd next semester.
"It was my understanding that
Professor Barnes' coverletter to the
President was meant to be confidential. I was surprised to see that
the President
included
the
coverletter in her own letter to the
faculty which she sent out at the
conclusion of our work," Robinson

said.
Robinson went on to say that the
letter Gaudiani sent to the faculty
could have had a detrimental effect
on the communit'Y, but did not.
Roo\.n.'<>OU wo. \ha\.~"as a 'S,\.U6eu\.
had W&-S fua\. we gO\. '2A nom.'m.a.representative
on the committee, he
tions, and 19 of them withdrew
wanted
to
remind
the campus of the
very quickly. That was a problem
important
role
of
the Provost. Bebecause your pool of people to
sides being the administrator in
consider is drastically reduced,"
charge in the absence of the Presisaid Barnes. "Everyone's hoping
dent,
Robinson pointed out that the
that the next time around we'Il
Provost has a big influence on the
keep more of those people in the
way the policies of the new fivepool."
year Strategic Plan areirnp1emented.
"Hopefully we'll he rid of this
"Students do not think about the
strict confidentiality
stuff [next
Provost everyday, and I'm glad I
semester J," said Barnes. "You need
have had the opportunity to repreinformation, and if you can't get it,
sent the students on the Committee
you can't make decisions. I think
because Ibelieve the students have
the faculty around here are confia vested interest in who is ultimately
dant and secure enough that if they
selected as the Provost and Dean of
are up for this, they would be able
the Faculty," Robinson said.
to have it known. It's not as if the
"We need to move on so we can
Committee would offend them."
find a Provost and everyone's
Barnes pointed out that the conhappy," said Barnes.
fidential process that the Commit-

AIDS
Continuedfrom p,l

strongly about preventing further
spread of the disease. "This is my
cause," said Ludvigson, who. as a
peer counselor in high school, saw
the many fears and misconceptions
related to AIDS.
Rae Howell, a sophomore. got
involved for different reasons. "Last
year ,I noticed that theonly place on
campus that condoms are available
are the convenience store and the

health center:' said Howell, adding
that neither location is very accessible during the heat of the moment.
"I think it's very important that
condoms are available in dorms,"
said Howell, who brought the idea
to David Brailey and the newlyformed group. As a result, manila
envelopes with condoms and information will begin appearing in dorm
bathrooms and laundry rooms next
semester.

MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Army and Navy Surplus Clothing' Camping
Hiking and Rockclimbing Equipment· Footlockers
and Trunks' Belts, Bugles, Botas, Bandanas,
Backpacks, Boomerangs, & More!
Fax & Notary Service Avallable
Downtown Mystic' 536·1877
Hours: Open 7 Days and Nights Till 9:00

-December 6, ~994
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Grand Spirit Shop
931 poquonnock Rd.
(Next to TJ Maxx)
Groton Shoppers Mart
445-0598
Grand Spirit Shop II
Groton Square, Rt. 12
(Next to Super Stop & Shop)
445·1044

Happy Holidays
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• RIKALOFF J.7~ LT 80
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$9.99
$11.99

-SEAGRAM'S SEVEN CROWN 1.7~LT 80
_ BELLOWS CLUB BLEND 1.7~ LT 80
_ FLEISCHMANN PREF 1.7~LT 80
_ OLD CROW 1.75 LT SO
_ TEN HIGH 1.7~LT SO

$13.99
$12.99
$13.99
$13.99
$13.99

• CLAN MACGREGOR 1.75 LT SO
• J & B RARE J.7~ LT 80
• HIGHLAND MIST 1.7~ LT SO
• HOUSE OF STUART 1.75 LT 80
• DEWARS WHITE LABEL

i
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•
•
•
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$12.99
$13.99
$11.99
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SEAGRAMS V.O. 1.75 LT SO
CANADIAN CLUB 1.75 LT 80
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$8.99
$13.99
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• ANDRE ALL TYPES 7~0 ML

·$4.99
$9.99
·3/$9.99
3/$9.99

24 • 12 oz. Can Suitcases
- Miller Lite 30 Can Case
$13.99
•Coors Gold30CanCase
·..$13.99
_ Miller Genuine Draft & Light..
$13.99
• Busch & Light.
·$10.75
• Bud & Bud Lt
$13.99
• Milwaukee Best & Light..
$8.99
• Piels Light & Draft..
·$8.99
• Schaefer
· ···
·$S.99
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$8.99
; Miller High Life
$10.99
- Meister Brau
· ·$7.99

•
•
•
•
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_
•
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R. MONDARI WOODBRIDGE IWHITE ZINFANDEL:
FETZER PREMIUMS RED & WHITE
·
F. REH PIESPORTER MICHAELSBURG
RENE JUNOT PREMIER RED & WHlTE
CONCHA Y TORO BLENDS RED & WHITE
GEORGE DUBOEUF WHITE
GALLO TABLE LIVINGSTON CELLARS
GLEN ELLEN PROPRIETOR'S
WHITE

12 Pkg •• 12 oz. Bottles
Miller Genuine Draft & Light..
Coor & Light...
Molsen Golden & Light..
Lowenbrau
,
,
Micheloh Dry & Light
Genesee All Types C»-
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$8.99
$5.99
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$6.99
$7.99
$4.99
$S.99
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$6.99
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$6.99
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.
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$8.99
· $3.99
$3.99
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Kahlua Coffe 750 ml...
:
$13.99
McGuires Irish Creme 750 ml
$899
San-Tropeique Tropic 750 mi·.·.·::::::·.·.·
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• Grand Marnier Cream 750 ml..

IMPORTED BEER

• BECK'S BOTTLES 12pk
• CORONA BOTTLES 12 pk
• MOLSON ICE BOTTLES 12pk..
• HEINEKEN BOTTI.ES 12 pk..
• MOOSEHEAD ICEBOTTI.ES 12pk...

·

$9.99
$9.99
$8.99
$I0.99
$S.99

• Pepsi
• Diet Pepsi
• Mountain Dew

'699'
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Service learning greatly enhances course work
that come alive for me," said
available space in New London,
Conniff. Students in this class are
WoodBrooks, ''We're boping to
While Peppard is looking to inrequired to put in three hours of
really move on it. We'll get an idea
crease the number of students who
volunteer service per week. Activiof where we are when we see the
work in internships, he believes that
ties range from teaching a comedy
proposals for new service-learning
including the entire class would
class to elementary students to helpcourses for next semester."
become too unwieldy. His primary
ing a Russian family adjust to
WoodBrooks teaches a serviceconcern is finding useful work for
American culture.
learning course on adult illiteracy
the students, "I don't want to just
Reiser described ber ideal, sayin which students tutor a client at
have internships for the sake of ining, ''1 would like to see serviceone of the local prisons twice a
ternships," Peppard said. "I want
learning in all departments. It is part
week. The underlying idea behind
internsbips that will make the mateof the culture of the college. Opporthis course, said WoodBrooks, is
rial more useful, more real,"
tunities are all around, and people
"moving from theory to practice,
For
Stephanie
Wilson.
choose them,"
and from practice to theory." Many
housefellow of Plant, ber student
WoodBrooks also believes serof her students come into the class
teaching experience jelled her decivice-learning
could beincorporated
with preconceived notions about
sion to become a teacher. "I would
across the board, citing other coldropouts, addicts, prostitutes, and,
love to teach in an inner city school,
leges' programs as examples. Howas WoodBrooks explained, changwhere kids don't have the support
ever, she said that in order for it to
.ing those preconceptions is one of
from home to finish school," said
be successful at Connecticut Colthe course's goals,
Wilson, "I've been able to see how
lege, "what service-learning des"I want students to understand
much support they need to finish ...
perately needs is acommitment from
that people do not make decisions
I now have the desire to give them
the faculty."
in a vacuum, that we live in a world
the desire,"
Conniff agreed, saying, "Somethat often dictates Life-direction. I
Kim Conniff, who is currently
times
the hardest people to consee students move a lot as they live
taking "Literature and Social Revince are teachers. Some see it as an
and breathe the situations through
flection," a service-learning course
extraneous component. It's not. It
their clients in prison. They gain a
taught by Gaudiani, belirves that
makes [a course) so much more
much better understanding of the
her weekly work at the Phoenix
practical."
sociological and economic influHouse shapes the class. "Social isences in society and how they afTht audwr was tJ tlistingllishfll MlJIUJging
sues aren't stadstics->
there are
fect something like illiteracy," said
EdUor of The College Voice, cuulllOW embarb
people behind them ... [that realiza011a promising cantr iltjollrnalisllt afttr wi,
WoodBrooks.
tion) can only be carried so far when
gmduatioll, &eginniAg with tILt Christian
Changing students' preconcepit's only words on paper. My expeScience Monitor. We wish htr tilt betl of luck.
tions about New London is also a
rience outside the classroom made
goal of Don Peppard, professor of
economics, who teaches a servicelearning course in urban and re-

presideot of the college, adding, "I
never forget that in order to help
BY YVONNE WATKINS
bring this college here. the citizens
Special to The College Voice
of this community collected penWhile Connecticut College has nies in milk: cartons."
a growing national reputation as a
Said Roberto Ifill,associate dean
very selective liberal arts instituof the college and dean of piantion, our reputation on a local level
ning, 'There was an implicit pact
is radically different. Many mem- between college founders and the
bers of the New London commucommunity to support each other.
nity see the college as an ivory We've let that slip, and maybe it's
tower populated entirely by Saab- time to strengthen it ...There are a
number of ways we can integrate
driving snobs.
According to Tracee Reiser, di- better ... sopeopledon'tthinkwe're
rector of the Office for Volunteers
such a forbidding castle on a hill."
One of those ways is through
and Community Service, this is a
courses which incorporate a sernationwide trend. Reiser described
vice-learning component, either
the role of colleges at their incepthrough working with people, voltion as community centers whose
unteer research, or internships.
members were active participants
in their communities. This was Such courses "develop academic
knowledge and have a practical
followed by a gradual distancing
applicationan application that
that left institutions isolated and
has some common good," in
divorced from their surroundings.
Reiser's view, While several deHowever, "in the last 10 years,
people in the communities are partments such as economics, solooking at the relationship, and ciolog.y and child development
have service-learning courses, the
they want a return ,.. communities
college is looking to expand serfeel colleges have a responsibility
to the communities in which they vice-learning across the curricuexist. The question is how to re- lum and has set aside money for
new courses, especially for those
connect and fulfill the responsibility within a community," said incorporating it in an interdisciplinary manner.
Reiser.
A Center for Community ChalThis is a question the college
lenges that would coordinate seradministration is very interested
vice-learning and other aspects of
in pursuing.
"I see the role of college and volunteerism has been included in
the next Strategic Plan. According
community on a lot of different
to Catherine W oodBrooks, dean
planes. On the most fundamental,
of student life, the center would
we are a member of the community, and in that sense we are our have two sites- one on campus
brothers' keeper and they are our and one in New London. Said
brothers,"

gional economics. 'T\u:ee or four
students work wi.ththe city planner

in various internships. Last year
students took a survey ofbusines.ses
on Bank and State streets, and this
year they are updating a space database and doing an Inventory of

said Claire Gaudiani,
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

For FREE Delivery
•
Delivery
Hours:
Monday, 1\Jesday, Wednesday 3:00pm to Midnight
Friday & Saturday ll:00AM to 2:00AM .
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How You Lrxs PIzzA AT HOME

Submarines
6" Sub and potato chips
12"sub and potato chips

$5.30
12" Medium Pizza Thi r Regular
..............$6.30
12" Pan Pizza or Thick Crust
.
IS" Large Pizza Thin or Regular [ls.E,,"*-~""""'" $7.45
.s.
$9.45
or Deep Dish.....
.
-"-'

.....$1.25

Toppings Choices:
Pepperoni
Pineap~~~
Sausage
Mushrol~'l--~
Ground Beef Bacon
Ham
•Hot Pepper Rmgs

n Peppers
ck Olives

Free Add·Ons
Lettuce, Onion, Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt & Pepper, Oil & Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese
Add -Ons
6".....$ .25
12".....$ .50
Black Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese

$1.65

Side Salad
Garden

Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese, Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey & Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion
Tuna: Tuna, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato

...... $ .75

Extra Toppings

$2.6E1:

:
,

··..·······
..··$3.75
················$5.85

Soda:

t

~;\.~~

,
Thousand Island, Light Italian

-

-.-

f('.~,\st
\ V'!

~tea3;.
.

e3

Coca-Cola Classic
Diet Coke

,,0. S3Uce

Can

0. s'UcV.S 3

I Liter

i1\\'ot

: $ .75
$ 1.50

o.eS e,g)
\"c\~

r---------,~---------'r-------Pact
COLLEGE SPECIAL I
IFriday Party

I Saturday Super
3 Large Cheese Pizzas: :
Deal
I 2 Liters of Coke I I L
C
I 2 Orders ofTwisty I large
heese
I
Bread
II
Pizza
I
II

: only$19.99+Tox
_________
L

:: Only$5.00+Tox::

.J L

.

IISunday
'to'
M
: :Super
IIDeal
~.
I
II·
I
II Medium Cheese]
II'
I
$P Iz za

:
4
O
O
.J
Only
• +Tox
--------

.J L _

Minimum order.$5.00

CALL FOR QUANTITY

DtSCOUNTS ANn

FUND

RAISING PROMOTIONS

10 Buffalo Wings
20 Buffalo Wings
30 Buffalo Wings

$3.99
$7.99
$11.99

etc....

MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.00
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Gaudiani speaks about past and
present Strategic Plan at Assembly
B~~:'N~~:;N
Claire Gaudiani, president of the

college, presented an overview of
the goals achieved by the college's
first five year plan, and explained
many of the expected implications

of the second plan which was ratified by the Board of Trustees this

weekend.
"This is the same presentation
that l' ve been giving atboard meetings and on the road ... I want to give
us all a chance to celebrate the
accomplishments
of the first five
year plan," Gaudiani said.
The building of the original plan
began four days after Gaudiani was
named president in August of 19S9,
she said, and the college eventually

set goals in the three major areas:
academic communi
and diver-

sity, and financial.

oughl to become a more COOSCIOUS sresponsibility

Although th: objectives of the
first plan were stretch goals," that
seemed unrealistic wben they were
planned, some programs, such as
CISLA, which came out of the
college's desire to have more of an
International focus
"Our center for International studies is known as the gold standard...
other colleges call us before they
setuptheirprogram,"Gaudianisaid.
"We built Latin American studies, a premier program. We built

civil,,'ociety in a global. commumry, accordmg to GaudlaOl.
She said that the Honor Code is a
"moral consensus" that bonds us
together.
"It is commitment to the level of
integrity. People here feel responsible for shared governance, [they
don't say] 'someone else will do it' ,
but 'I will do it."
She said that, by living with an
Honor Code now, we are experiencing what it is like to live In a

Africana Studies which we are
building stronger alJ the time. W.e
built a Judaic Studies program and
brought Roger Brooks to the college. We set stretched goals ... and
brought enormous strengths here,"
she said.
The primary vision for the new
Ian is that "Connecticut

Colle e

society in which we are responsible
for our fellow citizens, a feeling
that she believes students will take
with them as they leave the college.
Gaudianicitedourvolunteerprogram and willingness to help other
citizens as charcteristic of a civil

flows

tbe

developed country by the end of the
five years, Gaudiani said.
Guadiani said that in order to
balancethenumberofstudentswho
were interested In majoring in the
different departments, the school
developed a plan to strenghthen the

society, and said that the college's

science departments,

committmentto

time,onl

this type of shared

from

Honor Code. "Volunteerism.
It
sounds so ordinary when you say it,
but it's not ordinary, it's worldchanging."
"I always tell students at graduation that 'you bave not lived In an
ivory tower," said Gaudiarti. "It's
not your job to adjust down to the
rest of the world."
The Study Away Teach Away
program will permit one third of
our faculty members to have studied away in a less technologicalJy

6

since at the

rcent of the stude ts

planned to major

10

the scIences.

She. explained that .the grant for
the onuscieoce building was glyen
to this school the second year that it
was requested, against extreme odds
since only two buildings are granted
a year to the approximately 60 institutions that request it.
"They gave us more money than
anyone in their history, over 7 million dollars," she said.
The college also changed the way
that it recruited students who are
interested in the sciences, according to Gaudiani.
Gaudiarti spoke of the successful
strengthening of the area of community and diversity.
"People said 'no way you will
have 20 percent students of color by
the end of the five year plan' ... now
we have 19.4 percent students

of

color,"
"We she
wentsaid.
from 3 percent

al-

to

most 10 percent of tenured and tenure-track faculty of color," said
Gaudiani.
Under the financial goals of the
plan, the school raised $32 million
in five years. Gaudiani compared

this to the $32 million raised during
the last 7S years, according
Gaudiani.

to

"32 percent of our alumni sup-

ported our Annual Fund. We set our
goal at45-4g percent... we did tnar,"
s'he said. noting that it tU.e'" %00
ne~ w.."e'l.'So

\0

eA.\ua\

\. 'Qet.c:.ent 0\

giving.
"OUf achievements have caused

us to take a major leadership role in
liberal arts and higher education ...
it has told us that we can do just
about anything as a community that
we decide to do ... I don't know of a
college that has made so many outstanding levels of change in its own
operating," Gaudiani said, adding
that the President

of the Mellon

Foundation said this to her.
Other goals include creating more
January and summer internship opportunities, building a Center for
Community Challenges, expanding

the number of service learning
courses taught here, and using technology to enhance courses through
the internet

and by utilizing

CO-

RaM.
The school will also embark on

its "biggest and scariest capital campaign that this college has seen,"
Gaudiani explained.
In the last five years the school
raised $33 million, In the next 5
years the goal is to raise $130 million, with a stretch goal of $150
million, according to plans for the
Capital Campaign outlined in the
Strategic Plan.
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J Board fails to print log
ing manager for the College Voice Publishing Group, the Voice quoted the] Board a rate
Editor in Chief
lower than that for campus advertising to
print its log.
The J Board Log, the anonymous summaApril Ondis, Editor in Chief of The Colries of cases which the J Board publishes
lege Voice, said she told Shedd in October
periodically, has not been published so far
that the Voice would print the log when the J
this semester. The ''C'' -Book states that the
Board produced it. and allow the Board to pay
Chair of the Judiciary Board is responsible
for it as it was able to. Shedd said that, since
for preparing a summary log of cases at the Ondis told him that, the Board has been trying
end of every month.
to prepare a log.
The "C"-Book states that the log must be
According to Shedd, the Board has 15 case
Has detailed as possible without referring to summaries now which can be printed when
the individuals involved or the dates of the
the names and identifying details are removed.
.
incident."
Last year, the Board began printing the log
"Donna [Klimkiewicz, assistant to the J
in the The College Voice. The log was pubBoard chair] writes the case summaries for
lished three times first semester, on October our use. We pare them down for the [pub5. November 2, and November 16.
lished log] removing all names, dates, and
Dan Shedd, J Board chair, explained that
specifics," said Shedd.
the Board has not printed a log because he
Shedd said that the Board does not print
was unsure of the amount of money the Board
case summaries until some time has passed
would have available to pay for the publicaafter the trial, to protect the identities of the
tion of the log.
participants.
With the campus failure of the budget,
"We aiways want to put [published logs]
Shedd said the Board did.not know what its
off anyway, at least a month, because some
allocation would be, or the amount of the
[cases] are obvious. We like to have as much
funds it would have available. "[The Finance
leeway as possible [between the time of the
Committee] gave us $107 [before the campus
trial and the publication of the log], " said
failed the budget], even though we asked for
Shedd.
$1,000:' Shedd said.
Shedd added that the published logs do not
Shedd continued. saying, "The way we include summaries of the all cases heard by
were going to make that up [in fundraising]
the Board, noting that with cases in which "it
was by putting a $75 fee on people breaking
would be impossible to avoid creating a breach
parking bans, but you have to get 8 tickets
of confidentiality," no summary is printed.
[before you are banned] ... so that tends to
"I'm dismayed that this year's Board has
ha-P{>enlater in \he semester ,n
not produced a log:' sliidJesse Roberts, SOA
BY

APtuL

ONOIS

Shedd sa\d that anQ\bet acuece ot

fundraising for the Board is the $5 fine levied

on individuals found guilty of an Honor Code
offense.
"We've had about 18 cases so far [but] ...
only people found guilty pay the fine:' said
Shedd. He described the Board's other ex-

penses, saying that the Board had to cover the
cost of two conferences with only the money
it fundraised through fines and an uncertain
amount from the Finance Comittee.

Another factor in the Board's decision not
to print the log was the cost of printing in The
College Voice. Shedd said that at the beginning of the semester, he had been quoted a
price per page which he did not think the
Board would be able to pay. Shedd believes
that he was told it would cost over $100 per
page.

According to Chris Scott, acting advertis-

PR d'tect01:.

Roberts continued, "While most elected
officials play an open role, the role of the J
Board rep. is very closed to the public because of confidentiality. The public has no
opportunity to see their representative in action". without a regularly printed log, it's
difficult to see how representative a representative actually is."
Roberts added that another way that] Board
representatives
can inform students about
their positions is through contact sessions.
According to the "C' -Book, each class representative is required to hold at least one
contact session throughout the year.
"It's important that J Board reps have to
hold a contact session," Roberts said, noting
that only a few representatives have done so
thus far.
With additional

reporting by Ben Rubin

The College Voice PUblishing
Group is looking for the
following positions
Managing Editor
Associate Features Editor
If you are interested please fill out an
application, found outside the office,
room 215 in the'College Center.
Applications are due on Friday,
December 9. Any questions call India at
X2841 or X4798

a

--December 6, J 994
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Trustees ratify with a unanimous
vote the second five-year plan
Compiled from a press release
from the
College Relations Office
The college's

Board of Trustees

unani-

mously ratified the second strategic plan at its
meeting last Thursday.
The plan, titled A Time To Lead, sets goals
for the next five years in three major areas:

academics, community and diversity, and
finance.
The plan aims to increase rigor in the
classroom by giving student more access to
information sources made available through
electronic technology. The college plans to
create an Academic Technology Laboratory
which will facilitate teaching, research, and
creative work.
The advising system, the library, and Gen-

der and Women Studies are also areas that are
scheduled to be improved.
The college will also increase the number
of courses which focus on the roles of 000-

Westemandunderrepresentedcultures,
while
also strengthening service-leamingprograms
and international education programs.
More admissions. resources will deal with
multi-cultural concerns, the affirmative action office will he strengthened, the diversity
of the staff will be increased, and the college
community will be trained on diversity issues
including race, ethnicity, gender, disabilities,
sexual orientation and civil behavior.
These improvements will focus on the diversity issue, while a Center for Community
Challenges will lead the community improve.
ments. This Center would "establish collaborations and reciprocal learning opportunities
between the college and the New London
community, coordinate services locally, nationally, and internationally and increase community service and internship components in
the curriculum."
. Junior Kristin Smith made a presentation
to the Board describing the importance of the
planned Center. During her two and a half

years here, she bas volunteered at a daycare
center. a private home, a hospital, a school,
and a community health center.
t.... Just as a center exists in order to bring
togetherintemational studies within the varying disciplines at this college, a center is
needed to bring together more local studies
and the varying disciplines within the college," Smith said during her presentation.
"I do only wish that an organized center
already existed to help me as Itry to bring my
two major disciplines together in my design
for an honor thesis," she said.
The plan's financial goals include dou.bling the 1994 endowment for support of
faculty, scholarship and program costs, and
increasing the Annual Fund.
With the help of the fIrst plan, the college
has become "an institution on the move with
a vision of where it wants to go," said George
Milne, Board member and president of Pfizer
Central Research.
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Secret Santas provide a week of excitement
BY NATALIE

HILDT

Features Editor
Whether they're called Secret Santa, Secret Snowflake, Secret Burdick Buddy, or
Secret Non-denominational
Gift Givers, as
one SAC coordinator joked, Saturday's dorm
holiday parties were the culmination of a
week of stealthy gift giving, room decorating, public humiliation,
and other such
thoughtful acts.
Secret Santa, as the event was called before the invasion of political correctness, is a
tradition constantly being taken to new heights
at Connecticut College ...Whatever the name
of the game today, the idea remains t;he same.
During the past week, spirits were h!gh and
excitement was in the air of each dorm as
Santas and their elves scurried around spreading good will and happiness.
There were the time-tested favorites such
as decorating doors and rooms, -while other
innovative Santas decorated bathroom stalls
or even cars. Cocoa and bedtime stories read
by elves were very popular this year, while
the more decadent surprises included massages and bubble baths.
The talent of Janine Cavalluzi, a sophomore violinist, was enlisted to serenade diners on more than one occasion. On Thursday
night, she prepared a dinner of rigatoni for
her Santa baby and his crush, and as her elf,
Emily Cook, served the meal, Cavalluzi provided the musical interlude. On another night,
she played for five strangers whose Santas
. had put their heads together to arrange a very
special evening. First, the students received
invitations to dinner. They were picked up by
their chauffeur/waiter
in a Mercedes, and
then enjoyed a fIreside feast in Blackstone
living room.
Other more seasoned serenaders included
the a cappella groups, who made a tidy profit
while they crooned to num~rous small audiences. One of the CoCo Beaux's gigs was to
sing to sophomore Wendy Waesche while
she dined with her friends in Burdick. Her
housefelIow, J effGilton, posed as an elf as he
seated her at a reserved table with a tablecloth
and a rose. "It was really great, it was the
sweetest thing ever:' said Waesche.
Publicity stunts varied from signs and
.messages from Santa stuck around dorms to

a chalk message for all to see in front of
Crozier-Williams. "If you see Valerie Martin.
today, give her a big, sloppy kiss from her
Secret Santa!" Valerie, don't worry, it was a
nice picture of you they posted allover campus.
"My Santa was really creative," Martin
said, adding that although she could tell he
was a guy from the questionnaire he sent~ she
couldn't guess who it was. "It was good,
because I didn't really know him that much,
and it was fun to meet him and have something to talk about," she said of discovering
her Santa's identity at the holiday party.
Some Santas planned games like scavenger hunts for their Santa babies. I had the
opportunity to witness one of my favontes. I
saw a poor freshman guy wandering around
Branford with five bras dangling awkwardly
from his arm. "Are any of these yours?," he
was asking women in the dorm. His Santa had
given him fifteen names to match up with the
bras and when he completed the embarrassing ;'sk by the 8:00 deadline, he got a prize.
Some Santas got creative and went all out,

others stuck to the basics, and well, some just
weren't as into all the fun. MelissaMcAllister,
a senior, had heen disappointed all week by
~getting no gifts, but then her Secret Burdick.
Buddy made it up to her with six presents at
the boliday party. William Intner, a junio!,
reflected on his nonexistent final gift. "At
first, I was kind of annoyed when my Santa
stiffed me," Intnersaid, "but then when I saw
my Santa baby was happy with her gift, it
didn't matter that much."
Overall, everyone who participated had a
good time and really got into. the spirit of the
season. "Our dorm was really great, because
we bonded a lot with penple from other
floors," said Cavalluzi, a resident of Park.
She said her dorm was able to move beyond
the stereotype that the Plex dorms are unfriendly and residents don't know each other.
Secret Santa week was a time charged with
excitement and suspense; a time to ftnd out
more about the people we live with and to
bring old friends and new closer together,
accentuating the positive aspects of dorm
life.
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"Everytlme I go to the snack table I get excited because f
keep thinking the condoms are Peppermint Patties. "
_overheard at the Freeman holiday party
"That's no Santa, that's Ian."
-overheard at the Park holiday party
"Cheese Is overrated."
-Mark Lucey, a vegetarian, at the Student Government
Association Assembly meeting
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SAGIITARIUS (NOV.

'Tis a good season, one to be merry and full of love.
Too bad we are all so exhausted, what with finals and

papers. that we have trouble enjoying the holiday

22· DEC. 21) IN STORE FOR YOU: ACADEMICS-

THINGS WILL BE A

LITILE HARDER THIS SEMESTER THAN IN THE PAST. YOUR COURSE LOAD IS A LITILE

spirit.
If you feel that you are about to have a breakdown
because your printer won't work and your seventyfive page paper is due in fifteen minutes and you are
already working on your third extension, not to mention the fact this paper is 1/2 your grade ... take a deep
breath and relax. This is only a temporary setback not

HEAVIER THAN YOU ARE USED TO ... BE CAREFUL. LoVE- NOTHING NEW WILL DEVELOP
FOR A wans,

BUT IF YOU ARE IN A RELAfiONSHIP IT WILL FLOURISH. SOCIAL LIFEYou AND YOUR FRIENDS WILL SPEND A LOT OF TIME BONDING.

worthy of throwing yourself on the gr<?undand screaming. "I can't take it anymore ... Ijust can't take it," even

if you really feel like it. Drink some herbal tea and
meditate, it will help more than fits of despair.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19) The future holds:
Academics-Get ready to do some reading,
because you will have a lot of it Don't
procrastinate, because it will be a big mistake.
Love- A new relationship is definitely in your
future. If you are in a relationship, expect to go
through some rough spots. SocialLife- You will
be quite busy, so it will be difficult to make time
for your friends ... make sure you try.

If you have been playing Secret Someone, maybe
you will open your door and find a stress-reducing
present. If yOll aren't playing, well, make your own
and pretend to be surprised.
If you will be exchanging presents with any ofyoue
friends, here is a little tip. If you have a next door
neighbor and friend like mine, you can shop in their
closet. My next door neighbor has taken possession of
my sweater and skirt as well as my hair dryer. I have
been thinking that someday soon I will sneak into her
room and wrap them up for a present. Maybe she
won't noti.ce ... \hey don't really belong to her ... she
"""\\\ius\.\.n\"t\k.

\hat"l not\.ced

nov..! mucn

A'l.Uarl.usl Jan. lll-.Feb. 18\ In the next year:
Academics- Finally, your courses will be a Iiltle
easier. Iflooks like you made choices to fit your
busy life. Love- You finally get over a difficult
relationship. This will be a good choice for you ...
stay single for a while. SocialLife- You will
have more time than ever before to be with your
friends. Spend time meeting people and getting
reacquainted with your old friends.

&\:\e \\.ked them.

in the first place. Actually, the skirt and sweater she
can keep ... but Sue, you are getting a hair dryer for
Christmas. Hopefully this suggestion will reduce any
added anxiety caused by present shopping.
.I am beginning to realize that I have spent a great
deal of time venting in this column. I have run the
gamut from freshman orientation to unrequited love,

a topic. mercifully. I think I have exhausted. Most of
the time I complain

about various aspects of my life

pointing out only a few of the good parts.
As this is the holiday season. I'think I will be a little

Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20) In your future
Academics- Your courses will be harder than
usual but you set up a well balanced schedule.
Love- There will be someone new who will
bring much happiness to your life ... you deserve
it SocialLife- You will have little free time to
get to meet new people, as you will be quite
busy with activities. Your close friends will still
be there.

merrier and talk about what I love about this season

and the things you all can think of instead ofworrying
about the eight text books you have yet to open.
Family is an important part of the holiday season,
and soon you will be with them for five weeks ...
almost makes you want to write another seventy-five
page paper, doesn't it? I realize some of you have yet
to get over 'Thanksgiving and your cousin who makes
fun of your major or the not-so-P.C. table talk. Well,
instead of grimacing and dreading another family gettogether for whatever holiday you may celebrate,

think of the positives. and the whole thing will be less
stressful. Try and remember that this is the same
cousin who always babysat for you and was willing to
put your toys together when you were small, and it is

the same family that has loved you for all these years.
Think of the warmth of the season.the kindness that
people seem to show to one another just because the
holidays are near. If you are like me, you may 'regress
to when you were five just thinking about decorating
a tree. I personally celebrate Christmas and enjoy all

the decorations and tbe candles and the lights. Whatever your holiday, we all can appreciate the giving
nature of the season.
I encourage all of you to put aside your copy of

Hamlet or your chemistry textbooks and think of all
the wonders of this season. Think: of those around us
who might be hungry, have no place to sleep, or have
no one with whom to share the holidays. Maybe this
will help put everything in perspective. and you won't
need to have that nervous. breakdown after all. In the
-elative scheme of things. nothing is ever as serious as it seems ... all we need are the basics
-c-,
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Aries (March 21·ApriI19) In the next year:
Academics- You will do extremely well in your
courses. Looks like it might be a 4.0 semester.
Love- Something new and unexpected will
develop, and you will feel very loved. It will be a
refreshing time. SocialLife- You will have
more lime to socialize and you will enjoy it a
great deal, You and yo.ur close friends may have
an adventure of some kind.
Taurus (April2Q-May 20)The New Year will
bring: Academics- This semester will be very
challenging. You will have to work very hard to
keep up. Love- You may finally find the loving
and understanding person you have been
looking for all your life. SocialLife- You and
your friends will hove lots of fun. You will get to
spend time with people you haven't seen in a
while.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) In yoar future:

Academics- You will breeze through classes you

were afraid were going to be difficult. Don't get too
overconfident Love-'Ther~ will be few new
developments but there may be potential for a close
friendship to change into something more. Social
Life- For some reason you feel a need to be on your
own for a while and will probably spend less time
than usual with your friends.
Cancer (june 21-July 22) Next Year: Academics- You
will have a lot of work but you will manage it well.
You will find yourself preparing well in advance.
Love- There may be some changes in a current
relationship, and while hard at the time, it will be
best in the long run. SocialLife- Your friends will
be surprised to see so much of you. No more hiding
out inyour room.
Leo (July 23-Aug.22) The future Academics- You
will be more excited by your classes than in the past.
You will still have to do things in a timely fashion
despite your busy schedule; Love- There may be a
new relationship in store for you. Don't fall too fast
or you may fall hard. SocialLife- You will spend
time with your friends as always, though the arrival
of an old friend will excite you a great deal.
Virgo (Aug.23-Sept.22) In the next year: AcademicsYou will find yourself much busier than usual. You
selected a very difficult course load. Love- If you are
in a relationship it will only get stronger.,A new
relationship may prove troublesome. SocialLifeYou and your friends will get to spend lots of time
together much to your enjoyment.
Libra (Sept23-0ct.22) In the future Academics- You
will be doing a lot more writing than usual... get •
ready for a big term paper. Love- There will be a
new and exciting relationship in your future. You
should be very excited because this relationship will
last a long time. SocialLife- You will meet a lot of
new people and you will go to parties much more
than in the past.
Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.21) The new year: AcademicsThis semester should be far less stressful than in the
past. Your work will really be much easier.Love- A
mysterious stranger will enter your life and fill it
with complications. Be prepared to be mystified.
SocialLife- You will be drawn to this mysterious
person and pull away from your friends. Don't stray
too far.
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Spearmint Vagina and Ego-Filter
Gee
an excellent show at the El
I

BY Cw.l

ScIIuLrz

Associate A&E Editor

THURSDAY the band members. Their incredible short Adam did indeed play his guitar, and Claire
LAST
hardcore set consisted of about three songs,
did indeed scream, both to the enthusiastic
NIGHT
WAS COL- lots of screaming and loud noise, held to- joy of the crowd.
Trying to get song names out of Adam was
LEGE NIGHT AT THE gether with rhythm and a beat.
They puton a good performance, although
like pulling teeth, so we can simply say that
EL N' GEE CLUB DUR- Booth O'Connel, theirsinger, spent too much the three played such ente r t a i n i n g
about
the
ING WHICH
ONE time putting them down during the set, say- songs as "the one
ing that this was their first gig and they
chi eke n
san
d WELL-KNOWN CAM- weren't that good yet. It was almost as if they wich,"
L£/.
and the
PUS BAND, ONE SEMI- wanted the audience to think they sucked.
ttl (/11" "
one they
·.11
n'b
closed
HEARDOFBAND,AND StefLubkowski did an amazingjob on bass,
as did Jay Haines on guitar. Almost as
t !JIJII"' ;rJeP' OAt~
the
A BAND THAT ONLY soon as they started, however,
rfi()J D"ij6
o-u
set
GOT ITS NAME THE they were done, opening
. ;11~t
qJfP"" etJ?'
stage for the
0 t W'~
. '/.~
;rJ
DAY BEFORE TOOK the
with,
thre es0me
t"'iP joJi (#IVA.
THE STAGE BEFORE k now n
described
as
pJJ!&Jf.
Jj;f,
their "interpretaA SMALL GATHER(Y'./J
~f;
tion of the White AlING OF MOSTLY
bum." I found their set to be
. ~ ttl tJIl'tJv ~ Cfb
the best of the evening.
I had a
CONN
STU.• tifJ
ta. oJ'
stupid smile on my face the whole time.
DENTS TO
After a short break, Mavis finished off the
"!JuA fJ,;!J,j) tl~'
PLAY
night with a good performance, especially
for a band rumored to really suck when they
(Pa{!l'~~fJfI {!l'.U~1.,.J
af t~f; rJ
S~in:
THE
rl

d1~

~oJ,~ -

NIGHf

AWAY.
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Vagina (there's
that word again.)

t~".6~iP
ell!"
A

tAP

rPt

Ego-Filter,
ttl
Spearmint Vagina
(I wrote the article
just so I could typeout
the word
vagina)
and Mavis
played short
but sweet sets, making for a night of fun and
mild mayhem. Ego Filter, which had only
been together for about a month, played their
first show, and the first show ever for some of

r:

Trivia tells us that was
the name of the campus band Wet
Nurse in their last incarnation before
they began to graduate. This time, Adam
Lore, Claire O'Dea and Aaron Novik took
the name and played a set of about' eight
songs. most of them short, all of them incrediblyentertaining.
Someone bad mentioned to me earlier that
night that going to the EI n' Gee meant "going
to watch Adam play and Claire scream."

aren't playing on campus.
. Luke Cavagnac's vocal cords were ready
to rip, and Novik, now sporting a bass guitar,
made a smooth transition to the clearer Mavi'Ssound. Andrew Vol agnet \ent ro.'S ~\.tar
talent to the sound which pleased the enthusiastic Mavis crowd.
The audience seemed saddened as Mavis
announced its last song. As small as the
crowd was, they seemed to enjoy the show
for the most part. It definitely was an entertaining alternan ve to a kegger or something
on campus. Go to the next one.

Camel Connection and Make We Joy unite
campus 'in celebration of holiday spirit
BY MICHELLE

RONAYNE

A&E Editor

Chocolate. There was also a raffle
of prizes from gift certificates to the
Gap to a free Campus Safety lock-

It is safe to say that any day that : out.
As if attending this would not be
enough
for one afternoon, the day
cake and a peanut butter bar will be
was
rounded
out with Make We
good. Thanks to the efforts of both
Joy,
a
celebration
of the winter solthe organizers of the first annual
stice that includes singing and dancCamel Connection, a college-wide
ing. It brings together many facets
festival with a dessert contest,
of
the community and is a celebragames. raffles and a jazz band, as
.
tion
of all religious beliefs. It inwell as the organizers of Make We
volves
students. as well as faculty
Joy, Sunday was a very good day.
and
staff
from the chaplaincy. "I do
After an evening of frolicking at
it because it is different ... it incordorm holiday parties, what better
porates everything and is fun to be
way to spend your Sunday than
a
part of," said Carli Schultz, a
attending
these campus-wide
senior
who participates as a folk
events?

begins with a piece of chocolate

The Camel Connection, held in
the 1941 room, was filled with
desserts as well as a lot of holiday
spirit. Thehousefellows
and house
governors made a dessert to represent each dorm, and a contest was
held. The desserts ranged from
Blackstone's
Rice Crispie rendition of Synergy to a good chocolate
thing with marshmallows by 360
Mohegan and North Cottage. Freeman supplied the peanut butter bars,
and Hamilton created Death by

dancer.
Derron Wood, a Conn alum, has
been directing Make We Joy for the
last four years. "I started mostly
because they asked me," said Wood.
Make We Joy is a unique experience that includes as many religious songs and rites as possible.
..... it is unlike anything else ... it is
very community based and we are
constantly trying to expand to include more people," said Wood.
The reason it is a celebration of

the winter solstice, the shortest day
of the year, is that "no matter what
culture, every single one seems to
have a festival revolving around
light... lighting the Menorah, the
Christmas tree lights, burning the
Yule log ...," said Wood.
"It is a massive directing expertence," added Wood.'
The performers practice their
pieces individually and have a six
hour rehearsal the Saturday before
the performance, and they find out
from Wood what the order of the
performances will be. "It really
comes all together on Sunday," said
Wood.
The performance began with Puppets Punch and Judy played by senior Eric Adler and junior Greg
Keller introducing Make We Joy.
Father Solstice, played by Chaplain
Steve, began by saying "stage
strong, new, costly," in reference to
the stage falling last year and to the
fact that donations are desired in
order to defray the cost of the new
stage.
The popularity of Make We Joy
can be evidenced by the fact that
every year the performance is stand-

ing room only. The chapel is filled
with community members and students alike. There are families that
go every year and families that participate every year as well. There
are children that have grown up
with Make We Joy. "It is a betwixt
and between celebration ... itdoesn 't
really fit ... it occurs at the most
.frenzied time," said Wood. Yet,
people take the time to come and
partake of the celebration. "It is the
th-ead that ties any holida together

this time of year ... it breaks down
the differences," said Wood.
It is definitely a worthy time-out
in your day to see Make We loy. If
not to see the performance, then to
catch a glimpse of the meaning of
the celebration, the coming together of everyone no matter their
religion to partake in the frenzied
excitement of the holiday season.
A peanut butter bar and a bit of the
holiday joy, now what could be
better than that?
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5i21i17i1EA G.n.rat/ons
is a
good
film but
prepare
yourself
10r a

Trekkie
convention

If you're not the average Star Trek fan (i.e.
d t t
_ you don't own apersonaJ car dboar ell au
of Jean-Lac Picard or even a fake set of
. to y~u
Vulcan ears), then my strictest a d VIce

the program without losing much: asThoften
happens in television-to-movie senes.
ere
dsi
.
were,however.afewundevelope
SItuations
that I would have like to see expanded.

is this: Never see a Star Trek film on Its

It intriguing to see Kirk (William Shatner)
and Picard (Patrick Stewart) play opposite

opening
weekend.
Shakespeare was correct when he wrote

each other, both as time-displaced captains of

"Hell hath no fury like a Trekkie scorned." I
know because I stood in line behind a large
mass of anxiously waiting Star Trek fans for
roughly an hour on opening weekend of
Star Trek: Generations. Despite the fact
that my neighbors in ike brought m~ up
to dale on episodes 42 through 387 III
detail, Iwouldn't recommend doing

the Starship Enterprise. Both did remarkably
;ell, as did Malcolm McDowell, who plays
the protagonist role of Dr. Saran.
Unfortunately,
little development
was
made on the vast array of supporting
characters, outside of some minor
spotlight on Whoopi Goldberg's
character, Guinan, and a major
subplot on Brent Spiner's
C
d
Lieutenant
amman
erData.
Though many scenes

so.
But, as a closet Trekkie, I embarked on the perilous journey
to seek out new life, explore
new worlds, and go where
no one has gone before.
I was one of the last to
actually receive my ticket
before the show sold out.
Luckily enough, I was
jammed forward into the
theater before the en-
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11le ....

fI••e file
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I..emlpf...... ...
-•• Ie. • .Tr et
_.I
fa..... e
lip
....
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filmwork was
remarkable.
I
am constantly
in awe of the
visual and au-

raged crowd opened a
...
~
series of phaser blasts
1
ontothepoortormenled
dio special
ticket clerk.
effects these
Iwas lucky to find a
sci-fi masseat in the middle
....
ters can dish
aisles. Little did Iknow
ou l. Tbe
that my neighbors were
special ef. fects comactually planning to review the movie as it
pany,
Industrial
went along, sequenLight & Magic,
originally
tiaUy comparing every
created
by George
Lucas for
television episode to
his 1979 Star Wars and
employed
the actual film. I was
r e - toproducesuchblockbuster
hits as Inlieved when I saw a
married
diana Jones, Terminator and
Jurassic
couple sitting down
next to me
Park. once again surpassed it- self.
to counter-balance
the effect-one
Though it was written in the fashion of a
was holding a Trek
phaser, the other . pilot episode, Star Trek: Generations proved
holding
William
Sbalner's book, "Star
to be a good transition piece, linking the older
Trek Memories," in the same fashion a minStar Trek cast and plot lines to those of Star
ister holds the Bible.
Trek: The Next Generation both enjoyably
The lights went down, and the room filled
and effectively. The only time the flow was
with applause as my neighbors punched ev- interrupted was when a Trek fanatic stood up
ery phaser button they had. Then a wave of
andshouted'tS'I'Of-Tl-lfi
Fll.M! I've dropped
tranquility washed over me as the previews
my Spock ear!!!" Yet hindsight is 20-20, and
(my favorite part) began rolling, and the loud
in retrospect, Ihave to say Iquite enjoyed the
chatter of pre-moyie review lulled into a dull
movie. Though nothing overly substantial,
whisper.
the plot of this movie will no doubt have
-The plotline of tbe film wasn't borribly
repercussions in the Star Trek films of tbe
remarkable. Written much like a television
coming years. If a you are follower of the
episode, it was able to maintain the grace of ongoing Star Trek drama, don't miss it.
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Spack earl!!"

GihtlftDI drategiea lor the hoDda)'shopper
Anyone who celebrates during the holidays and actually has their gifts neatly wrapped
and hidden under their bed is sick ... plain and
simply put, sick.
Most of the average holiday shoppers are
just now getting uDder way. The Salvation
Army bells can be heard throughout the hallowed halls of the mall, and "Jingle Bells" is
played ad nauseum.
"We just have one more gift for Aunt
Mildred," can be easily overheard in any
shopping' mall this season. It can get very
tiresome to shop and shop and never get a
cbance to drop. The holiday season always
brings a flurry of activity to the malls, and at
times it can be difficult enough to park, let
alone find the twenty presents you need.
There are ways to avoid these problems.
You could do as the aforementioned
sick
people and shop in June. This way you avoid
the crowds and have time to relax during the
holiday season. However, the crowds can be
half the fun. If you bate long lines and nasty

and props were recycled from previous Star Trek episarles and movies,
the

security guards, then June shopping may be
your first choice.
Catalogues can be helpful as well. You can
at least avoid some of the crowds by doing
your shopping by mail. It isn't as much fun as
the actual shopping, but it can be a relaxing
alternative. Besides, it is always fun to-get
stuff in the mail even if it isn't for you.
Some gift giving scams for those who
choose the mall but hate it and have no idea
what they want to buy:
1) Gift Certificatesthough some might
consider it a gift-giving cop-out, it is sometimes better to give a gift certificate than a
purple polkadot scarf that no one will ever
wear. This is usually a male gift-giving device and more acceptable when you are not
very close with the person for whom you are
buying the gift.
2) Bath Products or PotpourriThis is me
female version of a gift-certificate. This is
generally a safe choice. After all, wbo doesn't
want to smell good or at least have a room that

does?
3) Food- You can either make it if you are
talented ... emphasis on the talented part. Or
you can get a store-bought fruit basket or a
cake. Most people like food, and if they don't
like what they get, well, if it comes all neatly
wrapped. from a store then they have an
instant gift.
The true shopper may want to get a little
more adventurous and actually go looking for
a "real" gift. Usually, when you know someone very well it is easy to buy them a present
because you know what they like. Then again,
when you know them very well you truly
want to please them so it can still be difficult.
So here are the options for the daring shoppers who brave the malls, actually enjoy the
hustle and bustle of the season and have a few
ideas already:
I) Clothing- This is usually an excellent
idea as long as you have an idea of the size.
Neutral colors are your best bet, because
many people do not like bright colors. Ties

BY MICHELLE

RONAYNE

A&E Editor
are generally. safe for men unless you have
vastly different taste than that of the man for
whom you are buying. Scarves or gloves for
the female are also a safe clothing option.
2) Perfume or cologneSometimes this is
an expensive option, but often a good gift for
aunts and uncles. Estee Lauder and Elizabeth
Arden both have a pretty good selection of
varying scents for women, and Calvin Klein's
Obsession is excellent for men though not as
affordable.
3) Something for the houseThis is a
good choice if you are giving a gift to a couple
as it narrows you down to one larger gift
rather than two medium gifts. As long as you
know what the main colors are inside the
house, you can easily buy a vase or pillows to
coordinate.
Whatever your holiday, hopefully it will be
a good one and the stress of shopping will be
minimized with the help of these ideas. If you
did your shopping in June then feel free to
save this article for the summer.
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The musical hits and misses of 1994 run
the gamut from extreme to obscure
BY RUDI RJET

same league as The Dark Side Of
The Moon, but it's a far cry better
than their last effort.
4. Thoink?, Michael Manring
(Windham Hill) Michael Manring

pate in the first Duets session be-

soned band would have a hard time
pulling off. Manring's mastery of

cause he felt that the true energy in
a duet comes from face- to-face interplay. But this second compilation of long-distance, phone-aided
duets (why do I sense a need for an
AT &TTrue Voice Tl>I ad right now?)
falls even flatter than the first.
Sinatra can barely sing anything in

was a very hectic year in the music
industry. There were hits, there
were misses, and there were some

the electric bass is evident on this

key, and his vocal accompanists

CD. He often accompanies himself
on this album by playing two (or

(save Frank Sinatra. Jr., who likely
shared the studio with his dad) can't

things which defied
logic.

even three) basses simultaneously.

get their timing right using a voiceonly cue. It's sad that a famous
crooner has to stoop this low.
4. Crimes of the Mind, The Dude

The College Voice

As the year draws to a close,
many choose to reflect on the past
year.

Lately, I've been scanning

over my CD collection,
through

myoid

sifting

ticket stubs and

thumbing through various concert
programs,

reflecting back on what

any form of

is superhuman. He plays songs on
bass guitar which even a very sea-

The effect is nothing short of bi-

zarre, but it's quite captivating as
BEST

CDs OF 1994: My ears

listened to a large number of new
offerings this year, but only a few
really made me sit up and listen.
These five CDs really hit me in the
right place:
1. Live At The BBC, The Beatles
(ParlophoneiCapitol)
This week

well.
5. In the Scene of the Mind,
Violet Arcana (EinProdukt) I still
love listening to this CD. I put it in
on shuffle play or endlessly loop it
in my CD player. The music on this
CD is really addicting in a very

subtle

way.

Sure,

it's

not

Of Life and Phish (Elektra) This
CD was a big letdown from the first

notes. A message to Phish: lose the
pretentious, alternative poser attitude and write meaningful tunes
again!
5. WOOdslOCk(25th Anniversary
box set}, various artists (Atlantic) If
anybody shelled out $50 forthis set,
I really feel sorry for them. The

marks the first new material released from the Beatles' vast catalog in over 17 years. And it is
definitely a treat to the senses: The

everybody's

pieces here span the years
1965, when the Fab Four
both clubs and stadiums,
good reasonthey simply

WORST CDs OF 1994: One of
the perils of listening to so many
CDs is the fact that not all albums

quality is nowhere to be found, and
the bonus tracks are few and farbetween. What a letdown. The

are great. In fact, this year's greatest are offset by the stinkers in the
crowd.

Italian "live and rare import" maker,
Great Dane, produced a much better set, both sonically and musi-

1963 to
packed
and for
rocked.

Most of these songs were recorded
"live"- done in one take. This set
is 52 tracks of good, fun music.
2. Brutal Youth, Elvis Costello

cup of soup, but this

synthesizer showcase will really
surprise you.

promised improvement in sound

caliy, with Woodstock:

I. Monster,

R.E.M. (Warner
I know l'rn probably

(Warner Brothers) Elvis Costello is

Brothers)

an unpredictable man, but he seldom lets critical panning get in his
way. After the great-but-odd The
Juliet Letters, Costello reformed his

raining on somebody' s parade right

The Lost

Performances. Get that instead, as
the full-length sets by Janis Joplin

ably find it for you. This place is a

electrified the crowd with his blues
interpretations.
Anybody expect-

rare treasure among many awful
mall stores.

ing "Layla" or "After Midnight"

2. Strawberries (New London
Mall) Strawberries is the only large
chain store which seems to keep
prices low and selection high. Their
sales- especially the twice-yearly

was left a bit bewildered at ftrstClapton plainly stated that none of
his hits would be played in this
show. But it hardly mattered, as he
proved that he has mastered his
own, bluesy style.
3. Foghat (Toad's Place, 10 August) Another classic rock band?
Granted, this band hasn'treally done
anything new in almost 20 years,
but they recently reunited and recorded a scorching blues CD. Their

"Music Mania" extravaganza- are
the best in the region. Strawberries
recently moved into a spacious new
location at the New London Mall,

which allowed them to expand their
selection and install a handy listen-

club tour this summer was truly the
best club gig I've ever seen. The

ing station. They also sell tickets to
many in-state club shows, a plus in
the land of TicketMaster service

band took a few requests but also

charges.

played some killer blues improvisations as the night wore on. Both

WORST CD SHOPS: With the

two aforementioned shops, you need

old and young could appreciate the
power of this group.
4. Art Garfunkel (Harkness State
Park, 25 August) Garfunkel may
have been the lesser half of Simon
and Garfunkel from a writing stand-

not pay the "suggested retail price"
for any CD or tape. Unfortunately,

as we all migrate to the malls, we
often succumb to the overpriced
chain stores.

point, but he can still move you to
tears with his crystal-clear voice.
This show was a bit of a greatest-

I. Record World (Crystal Mall,

upstairs) I've never seen a good
sale here, and they carry a rather

hits package, and "Artie" treated
the eager crowd of 2,000 to a bril-

liant outdoor performance. Old
Simon and Garfunkel tunes were
mixed with some of Garfunkel's
decent solo work, making for a
pleasant night under the stars.

and The Who are really top-notch.

minimal selection of CDs, with a
paltry selection for anything except
top-40
and
recent
movie
soundtracks. They charge full-retail prices on everything in stock,
which is a shame. Avoid this place
if you can.
'2.. RecordEx:Qress<-GrotonS\\()~

now, but R.E.M. rained on mine
when they released this CD. To me,
R.E.M. reaches a bit too much on
this CD, trying to find a new sound

OF 1994:

WORS, CONCER, 0"1' \994:
Oddly enough, I didn't attend any

ping-Plaza) Prices here are almost

This year was a year of big-name
tours and a-few smaller gems, as

"ringers" this year.

After seeing

the same as Record World, though

Pink Floyd and Eric Clapton, my

and recorded this gem. Potent,
message-filled rockers inhabit the

without abandoning their old, ga-

well. With the variety displayed by

rage-band

world of this album, and Elvis tips

seem to find it, and the music on

his musical hat to many greats: The
Beatles, the Sex Pistols, and even
Chet Atkins. Elvis' best work since

Monster falls flat. R.E.M. used to
write songs that, while they sounded

this year's concert offerings, there
was at least one concert this year to
satisfy every music listener.

the best.

simple, were actually quite complex; Monster exhibits none of this

I. Pink Floyd (Giants Stadium,
New Jersey, 20 July) This concert

BEST CD SHOPS: It seems that
CD prices keep going up while the

sales tend to be a bit better. The
selection of new CDs here is very
slim, though they occasionally cany
some decent classical selections.
The only things this place has going
for it are a decent used CD selection
and a "buy-IO-get-one-free" system of purchasing used items.

quality. It's a shame.
2. Imagination Island: Barney's
Favorites, Valume 2 (DGC) Why,
oh why, did the inventors of this

was a technological tour de force in

selection keeps going down. But
there are a couple of local shops

great 1970' s band, The Attractions,

Spike.
3. The Division Bell, Pink Floyd
(Columbia/Sony)
Yeah, I know:
most people think tbat David
Gilmour's "new" Pink Floyd is only
a shadow of its former, Roger Waters-dominated self. But this album
returns Pink Floyd to the land of

crazy diamonds, where fluid musical landscapes unfurl, interlaced
with multifaceted lyrical tapestries.

Sure, it's rather slow for dancing,
but the words can really make you
think. This album isn't really in the

style.

They just can't

BEST

CONCERTS

a very pleasing package. I chose
this performance, in particular, be-

which keep stocking pienty of titles

cause it featured a complete perfor-

at reasonable prices.

infernal beast have to record this?
It's total saccharine, acorrosive substance for any youngster, and an

mance of The DarkSide of the Maon

insanity catalyst for anybody oider
than eight. David Geffen must have

featured this treat. Sure, tickets
were expensivebut the concert

been out of town when his company
agreed to this.
3. Duets II, Frank Sinatra (Capitol) Phil Collins refused to partici-

wallet was sufficiently emptied to
the point where I couldn't attend
any other shows. I guess that's for

in the second set and was only one
of three shows in the U.S. which

was a knockout.

A perfect mix of

musical mastery, surround sound,
copper lasers. and eerie films.

I. Mystic Disc (10 Steamboat
Wharf, Mystic) "The Dog" keeps
anybody looking for offbeat or imported CDs or vinyl quite happy at
his little shop. The used CD selection is large and reasonably priced,

tour endorsed his brilliant From The

while he often offers new releases
Cor better prices than most chain
stores' so-called "sale prices." Also,
ifyou ever need something rare and

Cradle CD, and "Slowhand"

imported,

2. Eric Clapton (Hartford Civic
Center, 10 October) Clapton'sshort
truly

Mystic Disc can prob-

223 Thames Street r-=~~IIII!
Groton

445-5276

3. Record Town (Crystal Mall,

downstairs) Record Town also overprices things, but they occasionally
have sales on audiophile CDs which
are quite good. Also, their selection
of offbeat things is a bit better than
their upstairs neighbor. Still, it's
impossible to count on this place
for decent prices, even with the
better selection. Good in a pinch,
but try the top stores first.
I hope that everybody survives
fmals and the dreaded term paper
deluge and has a most enjoyable
holiday season!

204 Sturtevant St..
Norwichtown

889-1150
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Sports

Sports
lot,booll'
BY ERIK RAVEN

Sports Editor

SWIMMING & DIVING

Rick Stranon/Photography Editor

Tom Sampogna gains control of the ball.

Men's basketball finishes third in
Whaling City Ford Tournament
clock.
BY COLE ROSKAM
Wright finished the game with 19
The College vctce
points, five blocks, and fwe steals.
Other leading scorers included
The Connecticut College men' s
Sampogna with 23, 21 by Guckian,
basketball team began a three game
and 18 by Manuel.
home stand on Tuesday night
Friday night marked the start of
against the Roger Williams River
the 20th annual Whaling City Ford
Hawks. Roger Williams carne into
Basketball Tournament. Conn had
the game with an 0-1 record following a 33 point loss to the Coast won the tournament eight times
before, the last time in 1992. The
Guard, while the Camels stood at ICamels' first opponent was Hobart,
I following the Haverford Tournaa team which entered with a 0-1
ment.
record following their 12 point loss
Connecticut controlled the tipto Division lAnny.
off and jumped out to a 7-2 lead.
Andre Wright dominated in the
The youth of the Connecticut team
early first half, as shot after shot by
as well as the absence
a "true"
Hobart were swatted away by the
point guard was evident throughout
big forward.
the first half, as the team quickly
Without Wright, the team seemed
commited
three turnovers
and
to struggle, and Hobart went on a 9seemed unsettled. Both teams employed various zone defenses, both
o run to take the lead at 24-19 with
half and full court presses in an
10 minutes left in the first half.
Conn kept up their zones and presattempt to create turnovers and mis,
sure, and at half-time the score stood
takes.
at 37-36, Hobart.
While the strategies did"work, as
Conn finished with 25 turnovers to
Conn began slowly in the second
Roger Williams' 3D, the result was
half and found themselves behind
a fairly disorganized contest with
58-47 with 12 minutes left. Yet by
neither team getting into a smooth
continuing their constant pressurrhythm and tempo.
ing defense, The Camels whittled
the lead until both teams traded
The second half began similarly,
baskets for the lead.
with both teams being rushed and
forced into various
shots.
With I :48 left in the game,
Finally, with 10 minutes left, the
Guckian nailed a three-pointer as
Camels found themselves with a
the shot-clock expired for a one
comfortable 66-58 lead due to three
point lead. The crowd roared its
three pointers by Tom Sampogna,
approval, and a close finish was
imminent.
Aaron Guckian. and Will Manuel.
Conn eventually coasted to a 94With 4.2 seconds left, Sampogna
75 victory. The highlight of the
shot a three-pointer which put Conn
game occurred with less than a secahead 78-77. The crowd erupted,
ond left, as Wright took a pass from
but the game was not quite
over.
Keith Golembiewski, powered past
a defender, shifted the hall from his
With 1.5 seconds left, a Hobart
right hand to his left behind his
guard took the inbounds pass and
back, and concluded the incredible
coasted in for an easy layup, and
move with a forceful dunk, all with
Conn suddenly found itself headed
.9 seconds remaining on the game
for the third-place game.

of

Guckian led the Camels with 22
points and 14 rebounds, while
Wright fmished with 20 points, nine
rebounds, eight blocks, and four
steals. The eight blocks were a
tournament record, as were Conn's
total 13 rejections. Yet Conn's inexperience again showed itselfwith
22 turnovers.
Saturday's
third-place
game
seemed a bit anticlimactic
after
Friday's close finish as Conn manhandled an overmatched Wesleyan
.team 93-73.
"Both teams were tired, and it .
was definitely a letdown to play in
the consolation," said Conn coach
Glenn Miller. "We just needed to
go out and act as if we were in the
finals."
Every Camel player played,
though one of the surprises of the
game was the nonstart of Wright,
who had come late to a pre-game
meeting.
Fortunately the benching did not
slow Wright down as he scored 19
points and grabbed 13 rebounds.
Guckian also dominated inside with
24 points and 12 rebounds.
"We're getting better everyday,"
explained Miller. "I can't put too
much emphasis on wins and losses.
It's just a matter of getting experience for this team."
Indeed, turnovers dropped to 17,
and the Camels appeared more willing to pass the ball around, waiting
for an open shot instead of forcing it
in ..
In the championship game, the
Coast Guard easily defeated Hobart
85-69 behind tournament MVP
Mark Harris' 17 points and 15 rebounds.
Come and cheer on the quickly
improving Camels for theii next
home game December 10 against
Williams at 1:00.

The Conn men' s and women's
swimming and diving teams took
on Worcester Polytechnic Institute
on Saturday and sent WPI packing
with two big Camel wins.
Tammy Brant had wins in the
200 and 500 freestyle, qualifying
her for the New England Championships in both' events. Nicole
D' Amour chipped in wins in the
100 individual medley and 100
backstroke. The individual medley
win means she will also travel to the
New England as well.
A win in the 400 medley relay
assured the Camels of a 128-94
win, with D'Amour, Carole Clew,
Alison Haight and Ulrike Kjellberg
competing.
The men had to come from behind to defeat WPI 123-101. Ned
Owens was the big winner of the
day, with victories in the 1,000'
freestyle and the 200 backstroke.
The Camel men grabbed first and
third place in the 200 freestyle relay, the final event. The win of the
team consisting of John Murphy,
Matt Carroll. Evan Coppola and
Jeff Davis closed out the meet.

effort in the shotput event, setting a
freshman record 34 feet 1/4 inch.
Stellitano went on to finish third in
the 20 pound weight throw, setting
another freshman record of 35 feet.
The 4x800 team, consisting of
Susannah Goodwell, Natalie Dane,
Kate Wilson and Jen Rockwell, finished third with a time of I i:46.3.
Goodwell also finished fifth in the
I,OOO,meter event.
The meet was highlighted by several individual qualifiers for the New
England
Championships.
Kate
Stellitano qualified in the shotput
and 20 pound weight; Kia LaBeau
in the shotput; Katie Crosby in the
55 meter hurdles; Karen Menendez
in the 200; and Jen Rockwell in the
5,000.

USED STEREOS
Bought

& Sold

Large selection of top quality stereo
receivers, CD players, tape decks,
and speakers SAVEl
AUset guaranteed to work!
Current Brands available include:
Sony
Mclntosl1
Bang & Olufsen

iII""s, prearrps

WOMEN'S INDOOR
TRACK & FIELD

Yamaha
Oanon

Save 10% wI AD

. The team competed
at the
Wesleyan Invitational on Saturday
and placed a respectable sixth of II
teams, garnering 28 points.
Kate Stellitano was the big winner of the meet with a first place

FridoyiSoturdoylSunday

s,...

SEIMCE.
ONlef

ROBERTS ""....
Audio. Video

SuftNclo>ft.&
"2~14

1 sill' HOME THEATER

90 Bank SL

Now landan

,
II

ping
Liquors.
Popov Vodka 1.751t
Castillo Rum 1.751t.

$IO.99
$13.99

Bacardi Rum 1.7511..
Sea grams Gin 1.75It
SmirnofT 1.751t :

$16.99
$13.99
$15.99

Captain Morgan 1.75

_

~:I

».~T~.

.

','

-=""-__ ~===
__--..

$,;,1,;,7.;.9J9

1/2K~
Milwaukee's Best •..~
Natural Light.
Coors Extra Gold
Miller Genuine Draft

$38.99
$38.99
$49.99
$49.99
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Sports

1M Update:
Pus Maggots and Dogs of War lead
the way to floor hockey tournament
With the women's floor hockey
finals set for Thursday, December
8 at 8 p.m., the defending champion Puss Maggots and equally
impressive Dogs of War lead the
way. The Puss Maggots, anchored
by Stalwart goal tender Colby
McDonagh, will play Tuesday,
December 6 against the winner of
the Sophmorons
versus GDU
game.
Puss Maggots demonsrated their
dominance over third place Ken's
Chicks by defeating them 74. Jen
Eisenberg led the Maggots with
three goals and two assists. Karen
Mallegol !2,O), Courtney Skulley
(1,3), and Julie Granof( 1,0) added
to the victory. Sara Ciotti, also a
six-a-sldesoccerstandout.chipped
in with an assist.
Kathryn Sobocinski had a bat
trick for Ken's Chicks, followed
by Justine Oppenheim (1,0), Lisa
Peraner (0,2), and Christine "the
Machine"
Seta (0,1). Tara
Sorenson (23,14,37) and Holly
Doyle (20,13, 33), the league's
numberoneandthreeleadingscorers, did ootsuit up for Ken's Chicks
in the contest.
Dogs of War will also receive a
first round bye, facing of!.against
either KeD'S Chicks Dr Rugby
Queens (December6, 9p.m.). The

Dogs continue to annihilate their
opponents with a 13-2 trouneingof
Rugby Queens. Molly Nolan
(19,14,33) and Louise Brooks (21,
13, 34) added to lheir impressive
season statistics, each scoring four
goals. Laura Bayon (3,0), Martha
Buchart (1,1), and Ksty Wood(l,I)
also scored. Sharon Dyce taIIied
hoth for the Queens.
The Rugby Queens did a liDle
stomping of their own, turning over
the Rolling Stones 9-\. The Stones
opened the scoring on a Selma
AhmedgoaiassistedbyEilisaDaly.
The Rugby Queens responded with
nine unanswered goals led by Liz
Carletta (4,1). Mary Gorman (2,1),
Erin Jun! (2,1), and Sharon Joyce
(1,1) also scored.
The Sophmoroos, who are tied
for third place with Ken's Chicks,
took Dirty Laundry to the cleaners
by a score of 10-2. Dardy Muldaur
exploded with an eight goal performance. Mengan Bise bad two goals
and four assists, while Adrianna
Torre dished out five assists.
Dirty Laundry's two goals were
scored by Margaret Siegel with an

~

solni ~ Dtu:cr N<l\bDaaIO

(0,1). Siegel and Nothnagle
bined for the two goals in
Laundry's second loss of the
to GDU. Goal scorers for

comDirty
week
GDU

Included:
Natalie Dane (2,1),
Delphine Anbourg (1,1), Holly
Brabson(l,l), Colleen Wood (1,0),
and Kalberine HamblelOll (0,1).
GDU made it 2-0 on the week
wiIh a g-7 win over Cbubakkas.
HealberParker (4,1), Na1aIie Dane
(3,0), Holly Brabson (1,1), and
Stephanie Record (0,1) all contributed for GDU. Cbubskkas scoring
came from: Carter Page (4,2),
Doreen Cutonilli (2,1), Meg Barty
(1,1), Jess Gadeken (0,1), and
Shirelle McGuire (0,1).
lnvoUeyballaction. TeamSquasb
leads the way with a 15-3 record.
They defeated Pass The Trash 1715,17-15, and Enough Said 15-9,
15-13. Money is in second place at
144 overall. Money beat TBA in
straight sets 15-7, 15-g. Do You
Want Pries With That increased its
record to \3-6 with a forfeit win
over Money, and a two set to one
victory over Crash Test Dummies.
In other matches, TBA spanked
Enough Said 15-10, 15-12, and
Grundle Cheese nipped Pass The
Trash 7-15,15-5, 15-8.
The Coed Volleyball Champions\llp wUl be held on Decombe< 1at
7 p.m,

Schmoozing with Scott and the Razor:

• Tbls information was complied by
Ibelnt.ramuraJ om ee,

Question
The
Kno""ledge

A filM ~Y JOHNSINSlHON

~m~f~

HA~NIN~
GOlUMmArlGlURf~ PR£SfNIS
A NfW om PROOUCliON
A filM 8Y JOHNmNSlH~N
"HISHfRHARNINS'
SIAiRINS JfNNlffR G~NNHl Y IGf GU~f
~MAR frr~ MIGHMl Rmr~Rr
KRlm ~WAN~ON
ANO lAURfNGf fISH~URNf
,mNlfY GlARKf
"mDIlOWISHf AlONIO WilliAMS
IIIIIIjl JOHNmNSlHON ANO rAUl HAll
Wi\\~IRJOHNmNSlHON
[SIlIlIIIIAlX II IPlCSlIlIIDIUX

I

~
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At Theatres

Soon

Wash down
holiday cheer with
a nice cold beer

•

BY SCOTT USILTON
AND
JONATHAN RUDNiCK

The College

,:,oice

It's the most wonderful time of
the year, we've got marshmallows
for roasting, and we are toasting the
holiday season. It's December!!!
The best month of the year. Both
Scott (22nd) and the Razor {l8th)
will hit the big 2l this month. 'send
presents to the Voice office. Or just
send money to our boxes (cash only
please) .. All contributions are tax
deductible. If you want to find us
after the 22nd, either go to
Foxwoods Casino or down to Atlantic City.
It's almost time for College Bowl
day, Once again, the absolute idiocy of the NCAA football postseason hits us like a ton of steel.
Nebraska and Penn State are undefeated. Under any rational system
they would meet on the IstofJanuary to decide the champion.
But because of the stupid system,
Penn State gets to play Oregon in
California while Nebraska plays
Miami across the country. Even if
Penn State wins, they will not be the
champs if Nebraska wins. We can't
figure this out, can you?
Schmoozing would like to thank
Nike for bringing back the ads with
Dennis Hopper dressed up like a
ref, hanging out with football players.
We love the ads, but we're pretty
sure that Mr. Hopper still has a few
leftover drugs pumping through his
veins. Didn't quite get the 6O's,70's
and 80's out of his system yet, we
guess. Choo-choo baby, choo-choo.
(You know, fro~ tbe Sterling
Sharpe ad.)
Saturday night saw holiday parties all over campus. Naturally, this
led to the largest number of drunken
Conn students staggering around
this campus since Floralia. Rumors

abounded of the appearance of the
ghosts of Bob Thomas and Teddy
Heintz sitting atop the observatory
with a half barrel of the 'Beast.
Many \?aIty goers fen to their knees

..
'

.' on a cold Harkness Green shouting

"We're not worthy!!" to the apparitions. Jeremy Stamper was convinced that Santa cruised by and Jet
Bob and Ted joyride in his sleigh
somewhere around 3 or 4 a.rn,
RegardJess of these Ghosts of
Christmas Parties Past, Schmoozing
hopes all our readers, both of you,
had a safe, happy, overindulgent,
wonderful, charming, alarming,
rocking good time at the parties.
We have never seen so much pizza
in one place as we did in Cro that
nigbt.
It's a shame they had to shut
things down at 2 am, At approximately 2:30 a.m., the Razor and his
roommates had a pile of 30 Dominos pizzas stacked on top of the
laserdisc player at their home on
Groton Long Point.
MONDAY FRIGHT PICK
We have officially decided not to
include our previous record of Monday night picks in the new, redesigned Monday Fright Picks. At
least, not until our record gets a
little bit better. OK. On to business.
This week's game features the
Los Angeles Raiders carpooling
down toSan Diego to lake on Junior
Seau and the rest of the Chargers.
Dan Fouts is the likely starting QB
for Sandy Leggo-my-Eggo. The
Raiders are likely to drive right on
by and end up in Tijuana.
So, we feel the Deed to take the
Chargers to cover the spread, which
favors them by four points. Odds
are high that this game will be just
a bit better than that Oilers-Giants
abomination two weeks ago. So, sit
back, relax, and cheer the Chargers
on to victory.
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Men's ice hockey
plagued by penalties
Camels drop four since Thanksgiving break
BY RJCK STRAITON

Photo Editor

The Conn College men's hockey team has
had a disappointing start this season via an
overdose of bad penalties and foreigners.
"Penalties are our biggest problem," said
coach Doug Roberts. "We keep shooting
ourselves in the foot."
Over Thanksgiving
weekend Conn traveled
Rick Stratton/Photography Editor

Sophomore David Getschow on the attack against Middlebury.

York.

Women's basketball
splits away games,
drops home opener
cyowd tum out
BY ERIK RAVEN

Sports Editor

After a third place finish at the Wheaton

Tournament two weeks ago, the women's
basketball team was faced with a full plate in
this week's schedule. The Camels faced a
tough Clark squad on Tuesday, followed by
Wesleyan on Thursday, and closed out the
week with the home opener against Westfield
State.
Against Clark, the Camels kept it close in
the ftrst half, with Clark taking a 35-30 lead.
The Camels couldo't close the gap in the
second balf, however, and Clark took the 7360 win.
Captain Bern Macca was the top scorer for
the Camels with 12 points and a three pointer.
Other top scorers were Dana Curran with 11
points and a trey. Kristen Harding with nine
points and nine assists, and Jessica Aguilar

_.

with seven points and four rebounds.
The Camels hit the road again on Thurs-

day ,looking to up their record to .500 against
Wesleyan. The Camel offense got off to a fast
start, outscortng Wesleyan 32-23 in the first
half.
In the second half, Wesleyan showed they
wouldn't play the patsy. Wes came roaring
back to take the lead, 46-44, with 10 minutes
remaining in the game.
It was then that the Camel offense and
defense coordinated to prove who was the
better team. Conn outsconed Wesleyan 16--5
in the final 9 minutes to bring home another
road win, 60-49.
Bern Macca again led the Conn scorers
with 18 points, a three-pointer, and eight
rebeunds. Freshman Katherine Moody made
a big impact with 12 points and six beards.
Saturday night saw a large, enthusiastic

\0

- Doug Roberts, head
coach

see Conn's home opener

the ECAC

Semifinals,

the season but was

"Penalties are our
biggest problem ...
.we keep shooting
ourselves in the
foot."

Conn played Wisconsin-Eau Claire in the first
round and lost 3-1. After
a goal. by David
Getschow, the Camels
lost their momentum
with a series of bad penalties.
In the consolation
game, Conn played
Potsdam State. After surviving a tough first
period, several players took penalties which

against Westfield State. Westfield started the
season with impressive credentials, four returning starters from last year's team, which
reached

to the Elmira Tournament in Elmira, New

when Conn played host to Middlebury and
Norwich, two teams that made Dayton Arena
look like the UN. Middlebury had nine Canadians, a Czech, a Swede, and a Romanian,
while Norwich boasted only eight Canadians. Friday nigbt Middlebury was just too
tough and too fast for the Camels.
Conn played probably its best hockey of

including

Mary Gibney, 1994 Massachusetts Small
College Athletic Conference's Player of the
Year. Gibney led the conference in scoring,

lead to key goals for Potsdam.
Potsdam went on to roll over Conn 6-3,

with two goals by Billy Wilcox and one by
Mike Burkonz.
"Against Potsdam, we would relax after
each goal we scored and they'd come right
back [and score] on us. Then we took some
penalties," explained Roberts.
So let's fast forward to this past weekend

beaten 5-2, with late
goals by B.J. Nault and
Jerry Rinn to keep the
game from being a total
loss. Middlebury could
prove to be one of the
best teams in Division
1II. Then on Saturday
afternoon, bad penalties
agaln plagued the Camels against Norwich
Academy.
Conn went up }·Oin
the second period, but

several penalties allowed Norwich to score four in the third and
win 4-2, as Getschow netted both goals.
This week Conn plays its last game before
the end of the semester
rival, Trinity.

against its biggest

This game always seems to be the most
exciting match of the season (for numerous
reasons), so be sure to come down to Dayton
on Wednesday at 7:30 to let off some of that
end of semester steam.

steals and assists.
Unfortunately for Westfield, Gibney was
out for the game with an injured knee.
Conn opened the ftrst half by showing
what their defense could do. Strong rebounding and numerous steals gave Conn a 12-9
advantage with 9: Ia left.in the half.
While the defense was holding up their end
of the game, the offense froze.
Conn failed to score for the next seven
minutes, allowing Westfield 11 unanswered
points. Buckets in the closing minute and a
halffrom TaraSorensonand Katherine Moody
kept the score to 20-16, Westfield State, at
the half.
Westfield State's offense would continue
their drive in the second half. With the Camel
offense having a hard time finding the net and
the defense having foul problems, the Lady
Owls cruised to a 55-38 win.

Macca lead the Camels with II points and
four rehounds. Curran added 10 points and
four hoards, and Moody chipped in with eight
points.
"Our defense is solid. They're solid every
game," commented coach Carol AnneBeach.
"We just couldn't get it going offensively.
They were a really good defensive team,
too," The Camel's intense schedule continues through the weekend, with away games at
Salve Regina on Tuesday and Nichols on
Thursday, before returning home to face
Williams on Saturday. Be sure to join the fun
and catch Camel basketball fever.

Women's ice hockey
looks for good season to
boost to varsity sport
BY ERJK RAVEN

Sports Editor

The women 's club ice hockey team is making their big push to step up to a varsity sport.
With a large team including many who are
picking up skates for the first time, the team
has compiled a 2-3 record competing against
many varsity teams.
On Wednesday, November 3D, the club hit
the road to take on Wesleyan, a varsity team
with, in student coach Rick Stratton's words,
"two real coaches,"
After a disastrous first period, the Camels
matched Wesleyan stride for stride. But the
damage was done and Conn received its third
loss, 5-<1.
While sporting a sub-par record, the team

does have some bright spots. The squads two
wins were slaughters of Holy Cross, 6-0, and
Wheaton, &-0 at home.
Leading the team this year are captains
Sakina King and Cate Tower. While King has
played since high school, Tower joins the
. many players who have joined the team as
walk-ens.

. "The difference [between those who have
played a long time] is just skating ability,"
said Stratton. "It's not hard at all to come out
and join the practice and be playing within a
year."
The team takes on rival Williams on Saturday, the team's second home game. Stratton
urges hockey fans to tum out and cheer on the
women. "It'll be a huge game," promises
Stratton.

Athlete of the Week
Freshman Kate Stellitano of the indoor track & field team is our Athlete of the Week. Stellitano qualified for the New
Englands and set two freshman records at the Wesleyan Invitational.

